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Fight close to Oak all
en sin as ult charges
~

Volleyball swats away
MoBap in home opener
See Sports, page 6

World's greatest detective
gets world's greatest game
See A&E, page 21

JENNIFER MEAHAN I THE CURREtiT

Guys, gals, grill and greet
Students were invjted to the Welcome BBQ, which took place at the Catholic Newrpan
Center on Tuesday.

Faculty Spotlight:
Established actor
teaches theater at UMSL
See Spotlight, page 17

~

See Opinions, page 22

I 'fD E
Statshot
Sports

incident occurred at the
UM-Sr. Louis South MerroLink station, or"l'fearby, and
not outside Oak Hall.
The female student, however. was seen lying on the
ground outside the Oak
Hall at 12:45 a.m. and two
suspects were arrested for assault outside the dormitories
by three campus police officers .
Arielle Brophy. freshman,
biochemistry and biotechnology, lives on the first floor
of Oak Hall. She witnessed
the arrests.
" [The assault] happened
at the Metro," she said.

See ASSAULT, page 4

Federal stimulus distributed to UM System

. Our Opinion: ARRA fu nding
leaves UMSL in the dust

News

JESSlCA KEIL &
CHRIS STEWART
According to the police
report, on Thursday morning, at approxl'mately 12:30
a.m. an altercation in front
of the Oak Hall dormitory
occurred between a University of lv1issouri-St. Louis
student, her boyfriend and
more than one unnamed
suspects.
The student and her boyfrie nd were both allegedly
assaulted leading to the boyfriend's admittance into DePaul Hospital for an ankle
injury.
Conflicting reports from
witnesses outside Oak Hall
at the time report that the
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On February 17. Governor Jay Nixon held a press
conference in which he
announced that .Missouri
would receive a portion of
the Ainerican Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA)
of 2009. This was the same
day that president Barack
Obama ·signed the bill into
law.
The ARRA, brainchild of
the Obama administration,
has been received with the

nighr-and-day partisan reactions thar haye marked public response to the administration since its beginning.
Budger allocations to the
stares by th~ ARRA (less
than ten percent of the oyerall i\RRA is portioned our
directly to state governments
to use at their discretion)
specified as "Budget Stabilization Funds".
Missouri received a large
portion of these funds designated for use in the repair
and general maintenance of

·1issouri s education S\Tsrem.
Accordin g to Governor
N ixon's Transform 1vlissouri
Initiative website (transform.rno.gov) "The Federal
Department of Education
estimates Missouri's total allocation of these [education
recovery] funds at $921 million ... "
For higher education
institution~ 1:0 access these
funds, the responsibili ry falls
on each educational schooL
They must take initiative to
submit a proposal for how

much funding they believe has requested and received.
they should receive.
The chart is updated weekly
The University of Iv1is- with the current page's chart
souri-St. Louis' Office of . having last been updated Fri':'
Research
Administrations day.
Sponsored Projects webpage
The chart is organized by
(www.urnsl.edu/services/ highest to lowest amounts
oral sponsored-projects/ ex- proposed by each campus.
ternal-stirnulus-opps-2009. UM-Columbia has requested
htmI) includes a chart of the the highest amount of fundUM system's funding. This ing: $133,656,459. UM-St.
chart describes each campus Louis, conversely, has apwithin the system: the Co- plied for the lowesr amount
lumbia, Kansas City, Rolla, of funds: $36,224,836.
and St. Louis campuses, and
the amount of funding each
See STIMULUS, page 9
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Got a tip for us?
www.thecurrentonline.com

Let us know.

New program to help disabled students' textbook seaKh
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ANNA MARIE CURRAN
News Editor

Srudents with print disabilities, may be in for good
news regarding their textbooks. The Association of
American Publishers (AAP)
and the Alternative Media
Access Center (AMAC) have
partnered to create the AccessText Network. According to the AAp, AccessText is
a "comprehensive, national
system"
online database
which will make textbooks
more easily available to Students who have print-related
disabilities, such as blindness
or dyslexia. While the University of Missouri-St. Louis
is not a partici pam in AccessTe..·'{[J the database is constantly growing and includes
500 participating universities
and 1600 institutions.
The currem process for
disabled studems to ob-

JOYCE GATES

~
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tain their textbooks is much
more complicated than the
cross-referencing system AccessText proposes. In the
current process, a srudent is
required to purchase the textbook and keep their receipt
n
as "proof of purchase for the
disability office. The disabilities office then makes contact
with the publisher and asks
for either a digital copy of the
file (to save time) or permission to "chop" the book.
SCOtt Armstead, coordinator of Studem Support
Services at UM-St. Louis (an
office that works closdy with
the Disability Student Services office on campus) said that
chopping a book involves
literally cutting the spine off
of a book and scanning the
loose pages into a computer.
Armstead said that Uf..1-St.
Louis currently does not
have enough people to do the
process on campus so text-

books for srudenrs at UM-St.
Louis are sent to facilities at
the University of MissouriColumbia (to whom UMSt. Lows pays a fee) . Only
after a book is chopped and
scanned can it be convened
to the form thar the student
requires. Depending on the
facilities and amount of backlog, Armstead explained that
this can be a lengthy process,
and the books are often only
used for one semester before
becoming outdated.
"There's a lot of books that
get scanned each semester,"
Armstead said, and [we] put
a ridiculous amount of work
into getting these books accessible for srudents, and at
the end of the semester, the
publishers now are coming
out with new editions."
While AccessText cannot
prevent the jump to new editions each semester, it could
at least make the amount of

work needed to convert the
textbooks more manageable.
Bruce Hildebrand, executive
director for Higher Education for the Association of
American Publishers, said
that AccessText will allow
participating members to
gain access to the course files
needed for disabled srudents
with greater ease and efficiency. He said that AccessText
will allow schools to complete
the process at a gteater speed,
and that they will be able to
keep track of the progress of
each individual textbook.
Hildebrand said that the
program is currently in its
"beta phase" where it is free
for participating universities.
However, on July 1, 2010,
there will be an annual membership fee implemented
which will be $375-$500, depending on school size.

See ACCESS, page 2

UM-St. Louis students score high in study
Staff Writer
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The Collegiate Learning
Assessment, or CLA, is an
annual srudy that measures
teaching and learning at
the &eshman and then senior levels of undergraduate
higher education, according
to a University of MissouriSt. Louis August news release
by Maureen Zegel of Media
Services.
"We have received national confirmation of the quality
of UMSL and we are thrilled
with the outcomes of this
achievement," said Judith
Walker de Felix, associate
provost for academic affairs
and dean of the Graduate
SchooL
Professor Tim Farmer of
the UM-St. Louis School of
Business said that 189 local

and national instirutions also
took part in the CLA sample
study. "[The] CLA exam is
an exam that requires a lot of
writing," said Farmer. "Being
able to write well is an important factor of [the student's]
performance."
Of the 189 institutions,
UM-St. Louis scored in the
95th percentile:~
Besides UM-St Louis, 10eal instirutions like Lindenwood University, Truman
State University•.. and Missouri Western State University were · calcula~ed in the ·
study.
"Right now we (are testing
some of "the freshman [students]' and in-t4e spring 'we
will do a sampl~ of graduating seniors,~- Farmer said.
According to WaUker de Felix, the CLA "provides an
authentic, stable assessment
"

r

for students to demonstrate
performance in key higher
order skills such as critical
thinking, analytic reasoning,
problem solving and written
communication."
She also said, "It requires
srudents to answer openended realistic questions, as
well as writing and critiquing
arguments."
This is the second school
year chat UM-St. Louis has
participated in the study,
and within those two years,
a change in the srudents'
academic performance was
noticed.
In the 2008-2009 academic school year, exiting seniors
received a 95 total CLA score
that was well-above expectations. This was a six percent
increase from the previous
year's seniors, who earned
an 89 on the CLA. The en-

tering freshmen were not as
forrunate in their overall percentile, but they were able to
keep their 2007-2008 placement in the 90th percentile
with a 2008-2009 scoring of
95.
According to the CLA
website, over 400 institutions and over 165,000 srudents have panicipated in
the CLA. Speaking of further
academic success of UM-St.
Louis students, WaUker de
Felix noted something else
about the institution's seniors
and freshmen: ''After adjusting for ACT/SAT scores,
UMSL freshmen and seniors
scored better than 9'5· percent
of students at participating
institutions that included the
University of Southern California, University of Georgia,
and eight campuses of the
University of Texas."

SEPTEMBER

Students warned about
joining new honor society
~

BRIDGET RYDER
Staff Writer

When Roben Bliss, Dean
of the Honors College at the
University of Missouri-St.
Louis, learned that the National Scholars Honor Society had extended its membership to a cat, he decided
to caution students at the
Honors College about joining an organization he said
was "at least dubious."
He had received an email from the NSHS that
made him wary of the organization because, according to Bliss, "It looked like
it had been sent out to five
million people."
After investigating the
background of the NSHS
board members on its
website. http://wv.'V.'.magnacumlaude.org, his doubts
increased.
.
" Some [of the board
members] had a somewhat
tenuous relationship with
academic respectability," he
said, citing that many of
the NSHS board members
are medical doctors rather
than facu.l!ty members of any
ranked university.
.
"1 don't doubt those credentials, they are who they
are, they just aren't my
dream team for the members of a national honor society," said Bliss.

After receiving an email
from Phi Kappa ·Phi, an interdisciplinary honor society
with a chapter at UM-St.
Louis, he decided to warn
students at the Honors
College about joining the
NSHS. The email informed
him that Molly the pet cat
of Phi Kappa Phi's executive
director, Perry Snyder, had
been granted membership
in NSHS.
Snyder had first become
aware of the NSHS when
members of Phi Kappa Phi
at Louisiana State University received postcards in
the mail inviting them to
join the honor society. On
behalf of the students, Snyder looked into the NSHS
and learned they were a
for-profit organization, not
a 501(c)(3) non-profit like
most honor societies. When
he called the office of the
NSHS he got a recording~
but it did not allow him to
Finally,
leave a message.
Snyder decided to submit
his cat, Molly, for membership using an invented grade
point average and school:
the Louisiana Animal and
Veterinary University. To
his surprise, she ·was invited
to join the NSHS. After he
mailed Molly's $85 memb~rship fee, she was granted
lifetime membership and received a pin and a certificate.

Snyder said, "There is no
type of m~ingful checking
of academic records."
Prospective NSHS members apply via an online application. The bonom of the
application states that it will
be reviewed by the membership committee and then
students will be notified if
they have been accepted.
As part of the apptication,
students are asked to agree
to the terms of the society's
Honor Code.
The Honor Code states,
"J will conduct my academic
and personal affairs with the
urmost integrity. 1 v.ill honor myself and the tenants of
the National Scholars Honors Society."
The NSHS calls this the
Honor System.
Regarding Molly's acceptance,
the
president
of the NSHS, Dr. Kevin
Wakeman, MD, said, "Our
application process and
Honor Code are specifically designed to cultivate
trust, respect, and integrity.
Adopting a system which
eliminates any uncertainty
would nullify the requisite
essence of an honor code.
Fraudulent applications are
the exception, not the rule.
Given the responsibility and
opportunity to display honor and integrity, students
will."
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UM-st~ Louis to unveil strategic

plan: .'Gateway for Greatness'
~

JASON BECKRING
Staff Writer

The University of Missouri-St. Louis will unveil a
new strategic plan, the Gateway for Greatness program,
at the 18th annual Founder's
DiRner. The dinner, to be
held on Tuesday, September
22, will honor UM-St. Louis
alumni and initiate the campaign.
The new program aims
to hoist UM-Sr. Louis into
the position of a foremost
research university and a pinnacle of preference for undergraduate, graduate, and
professional students. The
mission of the university is to
afford its students erudition
and leadership excellence.
Chancellor Tom George
explained that the Gateway
for Greatness program will
replace the existing Action
Plan that was created in 2004
and expired in 2008. The
Gateway for Greamess program will cover the next four
years. "It was shared governance to the hilt. We involved the staff, the students,
and the outside community,"
George said of the program,
According to the Ulv1-St.
Louis website, the plan is the
required agenda of the UMSystem and is embedded with
the aspirations of the university.
"The plan has five goals
and under each goal are strategic priorities and supporting initiatives with over 100
measures," George said, The

website describes five diverse enhance the research, teachstrategies by which the cam- ing, and learning on the campaign will propel UM-St. pus in a sensible and suitable
. fashion . .
Louis into prominence.
First, the university is preThe plan will find overpared to enhan(;e the quality sight from the University Asand delivery oflearnirig on its sembly Budget and Planning
campus. The uni~ersity rec- Committee. The committee
ognizes its competition and is includes faculty, staff and stuprimed to satisfY the various dents, and will regularly ask
educational needs of its stu- for updates: usually either
dents.
late in the fall semester or
The second approach will early in the spring semester.
seek to maintain the univerE. Terrence Jones, Prosity's already diverse student fessor of Political Science ·
population, while also re- and Chairman of Budg~t
cruiting more students from and Planning, said the comvarying cultures and back- mittee "is a way to monitor
grounds to ensure the univer- what progress is being made."
sity's superior cultural diver- Once the committee has subsity in the state of Missouri.
mitted the progress repon
The next advance of the of the plan, it examines the
campaign will be to enhance repon for any problems. "If
and promote innovative and we wanted to make a recomsignificant research at the mendation that something
university. It will provide the should be changed, or we had
same encouragement toward a criticism of something the
scholarly knowledge as well administration was or was
as create an inspiring artistic
not doing, that would take
environment.
a form of a resolution to the
While already well known entire assembly for it to act
for its contributions locally, on," Jones said.
These measures aim to
nationally, and internationally, the university is prepared . maintain or increase private
to create more sustainable annual giving to $25 miland beneficial programs that
ion by June 2012, enhance
• technological infrastructure,
will leave a positive imprint
increase external funding
on society.
According to George, the 10%. annually, maintain or
Gateway for Greatness pro- increase private annual givgram will continue the uni- ing to $25 million by June
versity's quest to provide an 2012, increase undergraduaffordable edl!cation to its ate enrollment to 9,356 by
students. UM-St. Louis also 2012 and increase graduate
wishes to assure its donors students to 3,070 by 2012,
that their investments into among others.
the university are utilized to

WARNING
READING THE CURRENT MAY

BLOW YOUR MIND!
READ AT YOUR OWN RISK.·
* Reading The Current is actua lIy safe and fun.
Plea·se ignore this message and enjoy the paper.
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Now that we've asked you,
it's your turn to ask us!
lVWW. thecurrentonline.com

thecurrent@umsl.edu

UNDERCURRENT
Volunteering is a way to give back to
your community with your extra time .

What do you think of The Current's redesign?

Have you ever volunteered?

L·--.I-_ _,... .

Tom Dixon
Freshman
Media Studies

I like it; the new format
is easfer to read.

II

"In high school, I was
involved in National
Honor Society and
we did a variety of
service projects. I
haven't yet found
something like that
in college, but I'd
like to."

I like the updated look.
I don't care one way or
the other.

. . I hate it; bring back
the old format.

This week:
What do you think of
President Obama's
address to
elementary schools?

"1 have volunteered
by doing political

campaigning as well
as helping out with
Catholic Answers
radio station."

Answer at
www.thecurrentonline.com

ASSAULT, from page 1

Amelia Buckley
Sophomore
Nursing

"1, unfortunately do
not have the time to
volunteer."

Oru Oickerhoff
Senior
Accounting

"1 work full time
and go to school,
so unfortunately no
time to volunteer."

~asonBowen

Senior
Management

"1 volunteer for
American Red Cross."

Thu Ngl:l}'en .
Junior " "
"Accounting
----_.. --_... -- _... - ... :..- ... . . ---_.......... -_ .. --........ -.-.. -_.. .. -_.... -_ ............ .. --_.. .. .. .. .... ..
What-about you? Sound off at
" www.thecurrentonline .com

According to
George this girl comes in crying.
Huebner, campus police, She looked like she had been
crime incidents that occur punched in the stomach, and
on the MerroLink platform her boyfriend came out and
are nor within campus police took his shirt off looking rejurjsdiction.
ally angry," Brophy said. «The
"[Me.tro police are] a com- cops took care of it though.
bination of city and county They were really good."
and they have jurisdiction on
The two suspects were arthe train or at the platform," rested after the victim conHuebber said.
firmed the person who hit
Although the incident her. One suspect was taken
might have occurred on or into custody for 3rd Degree
near the MetroLink platform, Assault.
However, as confirmed
campus police were called by
a staff member with The Of- from the victim and her
fice of Resident1\1o'Life and boyfriend, a third person inHousing at Oak Hall after . volved in the incident was
the student's boyfriend en- not arrested with the other
tered the building to get help. two.
Huebner said that campus
The campus police report
police are sometimes called "will be sent to the St. Louis
to the MetroLink station County Prosecuting Attorbecause they are nearby and ney's Office and a possible
can get to the incident loca- criminal warrant will be istion faster than Metro police. sued.
Huebner could not howey
David Becker, freshman,
confirm Qr deny any "details business administration and
in the police report.
resident of Oak. Hall, spoke
- .. Brophy described "her ac- to die police to inform them
count of theeVeht'. "
of the possible "third suspect.
"1 came downstiirs and "Becker was concerned with

keeping other Oak Hall residents calm.
"[The night that it happened] I was freaking out
because I've never seen this
son of thing happen before,"
Brophy said "It makes people
more aware that it's probably
a bad idea to ride the Metro.
I used to ride it by myself all
the time, now I bought pepper spray."
Brophy also said that
she would feel safe walking
around South Campus with a
group, but not alone.
"The parking lot [in front
of Oak Hall] is just so dark,
it'd be hard to see a crime
happening," she said.
Becker said that UM-St.
Louis stu~ents should not be
afraid on campus.
"There is no reason to be
scared at UMSL," he said
"We have a good police force
working here."

See the Crimeline on pg. 5
for the police report information released by UM-St. Louis
campus police officer Lt. John
Schupp.
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Stealing Over $500.00 - General Services Building
Sometime between 1:30 pm and 3:00 pm on 8-30-09 two computers and one scanner were
stolen from an office. The ~quipment was new and still in the box waiting to be installed. The
department was open for business at the time however most employees were out of the office
for training and only one employee was working and couldn't observe the entire office area
from her cubical. The computers were entered into the co.ffiputerdatabase as stolen. There are
no suspects to this incident.
"
Property Damage - Ob~ervatory - Fine Arts Parking area
Sometime during the month of August an exterior light cover and bu~b were broken. The light
fixture is attached to the Observatory. There are no suspects in this incident.
"

Hey You!

I

Stealing Under $500.00 - Parking Lot XX
Sometime between 2:20 pm and 3:30 pm person(s) unknown stole the victim's MO State
License plates from the vehicle while it was parked on Parking Lot XX on the South Campus.
The license plates were entered into the computer database as stollen. There are no suspects
in this incident.

Assault Third - Oak Ha ll
About 12:30 am a fight occurred outside of Oak Hall. Two victims (one UMSL student and her
boyfriend) suffered minor injuries. Apparently all the parties came together for an unknown
reason and met at Oak Hall. An altercation ensued whereby one of the suspects hit the female
subject. The victim's boyfriend stepped in and was also assaulted by the same suspect. When
UMSL Police arrived on scene all parties were stil'l present. The suspect was taken into custody
for Assault Third Degree. The victim did not require any medical attention and her boyfriend
was transported to DePaul Hospital where he was treated for a minor injury to his ankle.
This report will be sent to the S1. Louis County Prosecuting Attorneys Office for review of the
charges and possibly the issuance of a criminal warrant.

Wanna be this happy?
Join us at ~hc Q:urrrnt!
We need a Assistant THBS Editor!*
*THBS Is our rotating section. Each week it could be
Technology, Health, Business, or Science.

Send your cover letter and resume to
thecurrentjobs@umsl.edu

lues: Karaoke

Property Damage/Stealing Over $500.00 - Millennium Student Garage South
Sometime between-' 0:00 am and 2:00 pm person(s) unknown broke into two vehicles parked
in the Millennium Student Garage South. Both vehicles were entered by causing damage to
the driver's side door lock. One vehicle had a CD/Stereo system stolen from insrde, and the
other vehicle had nothing taken.

Remember that crime prevention is a community effort, and anyone having informatipn concerning these, or any other incidents should contact the
Campus Police. It is very necessary for everyone to lock their doors when
they are out. Even if it is only for a minute or two, a simplle locking of the
door will prevent most thefts from occurring. As a reminder, please report
any suspicious people or activrty to the UMSL Campus Police immediately by
calling 911 if it is an emergency, or the main number of 314-516-5155.

LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!
Speak up at our online forums!

1rhc([urrrnt0nlinc.com

Located in downtown St. Louis at
1320 Washington Ave.
St. Louis, Missouri 63103

(314) 241-8885
www.flanneryspub.com

Hours
Sun - Wed: 11am -1:30am
Thurs ". Sat: 110m - 30m
(Kitchen closes at 1O:00pm)
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VOLLEYBALL

Volleyball swats away MoBap in home opener
~

CEDRIC WILLIAMS
Sports Editor

The University of Missouri-St. Louis women's volleyball team made its home
debut last Tuesday at the
Mark Twain Building ~aainst
cross-town rival Missouri
Baptist University.
The night proved a
smashing success, as the Tritons defeated the Spartans
25-18, 25-13, 25-23, for a
three-games-to-none sweep
in a non-conference contest.
"We definitely have the
ability to be crisp and effective," UM-St. Louis head
coach Trent Jones said.
"Our execution needs to
be better though. Some of
the players haven't played a
lot, we're young. Sometimes
you have to help them get

motivated."
Outside hitter Liz Cook,
junior, had a match-high 11
kills and eight digs to lead the
Tritons.
While teammate Kelsie
Rankin, sophomore, added
eight kills and 10 digs in a
match where UI\1-St. Louisout-hit tvIo Bap 42 kills
to 28, with a .228 hitting
percentage for the Tritons
~o-ainst a .082 hit percentage
for the Spartans.
"1 think we could've
played better," Cook said. tel
think we were a little nervous because this was our
first home game. Next home
game, we'll play a whole lot
better hopefully."
Both teams staned the
match a little jittery, trading points for a 9-9 tie early

in the first game, But that's
when Cook went to work
and got her team going.
First, she put away kills on
consecutive smashes from the
left side.
Then, she helped set up
teammate Weslie Gaff, sophomore, for a kill and a block
that helped U 1-St. Louis
grab the lead for good at 139. Cook finished off the first
game with a smash from the
right side that gave the Tritons a 25-18 win.
In a second game where
UM-St. Louis never trailed, it
was Rankin who got the Tritons off to a hot start.
She blasted home three
kills in the first SLX points to

AHMAD AUURVYED I THE CURRENT
UM-St Louis' worn ens volleyball defeat MoBap at home opener Tuesday at the Mark Twain Build-

See VOLLEYBAll, page 9

ing.

Women's soccer falls to No.5 Grand Valley in season opener
• ANTHONY PADGETI
Asst. sports Editor

On Friday afternoon the
season officially began for the
University of Missouri-St.
Louis women's soccer team.
The Tritons traveled to Allendale, Mich., to face off
against No. 5-rankedGrand
Valley State.
Unfortunately, the day
did not go so well for UM -St.
Louis which lost the- match,
8-2.
Despite the lopsided final score, things started out
well for the Tritons. Maggie
Gabris, senior, gave UM-St.
Louis an early lead when she
scored a goal in the game's
fourth minute, on a header
off a pass from teammate
Amy Fox, senior.

The Tritons lead would be
short-lived though, as eight
minutes later Alyssa Mira of
Grand Valley State tied the
score with her third goal of
the season.
Grand Valley State would
go on TO score two more goals
before halftime and have a
comfortable 3-1 lead.
Grand Valley State would
continue to keep the pressure on in the second half.
The Lakers scored three
more goals before the Tritons
would score again.
Caitlin Farrow, senior,
international business, netted her first goal of the season
for UM-St. Louis in the 62nd
minute. But Grand Valley
State would go on to tack
on two more goals before the
end of the match.

i

While it was the first game while the Tritons showed betof the season for the Tritons, ter discipline, had only four
it was actually the third game foul calls, and of which were
of the season for Grand Val- in the first halE
ley State, which improved to
It is important to remember that this was only the first
2-0-1 with the win.
Hannah Sayre, sopho- game of the season for the
more, played all 90 minutes Tritons, and there are still 16
of the game and recorded 10 games left, 13 against confersaves while allowing the eight ence opponents.
goals.
Fortunately, Grand Valley
UM-St. Louis had only State is not in the Great Lakes
eight shots the entire game - Valley Conf~rence and the
while Grand Valley State Tritons will not have to face
had 37, and 24 of their shots them again for the remainder
came i~ the second half.
of the regular season.
As for fouls and offsides,
Despite the loss, the Trithe Tritons faired much bet- tons were still able to walk
ter.
away with a few positive
The Tritons had only one hotes. The team kept a cool
offsides call all game while head and kept the fouls to a
Grand Valley State had six. minimum, and did not comGrand Valley State also had mit any fouls in the second
six fouls called against them, half.

Scoring was a weakness
for the team last s-eason as
they were shutout ten times
but after scoring two goals in
their first official game of the
season it appears as if scoring
may no longer be a problem.
The two goals that the Tritons scored against Grand
Valley State were the first two
goals that the No. 5 team in
the country had allowed this
season.
UM-St. Louis will return
to action on Friday, Sept. 11,
at 5 p.m.
- That evening the Tritons
will be playing at Don D;Ulas Field against conference
rival Saint Joseph's, and every
Triton fan should be in the
stands supporting them.
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WOMEN'S GOLF

Clara Vila takes top spot in opener
~

ANTHONY PADGETT

. Asst. Sports Editor

Current

The On Thursday, the University of Missouri-St. Louis
. women's golf team finished
their first match of the fall
golf season at the Maryville
Women's Fall Warm Up at
the Aberdeen Golf Club located in Eureka.
The match took two days
to complete and if the Triton
team can build upon their
success, then it could be a
truly promising season.
UM-St. Louis finished
fourth in the season opener with a score of 329, 41
strokes over par.
Rend Lake Community
College took first place with
a team score of 317.
Lindemvood
University took second place with
a team score of 319, while
MaryyilIe University, which
hosted the match, took third
place. lv1aryville University
broke its personal record
for the IS-hole course, 348,
which it set the previous ear
with a score of 325.
The TritOns 'i ere only four

strokes from tying for third
place.
The team is in position this
season . to compete at every
match they play, and could
. easily make the Great Lakes
Valley Conference playoffs at
the end of the spring season.
Individually, Clara Vila,
senior, psychology, placed
first at the match and won
medalist honors . .
Vila, who comes to UMSt. Louis from Spain, shot
37 on both days to give her
an overall score of 74, just
tv"o strokes over par for
the course. Vila edged out
Maryville's Kayla Eckelkamp
by one stroke to earn the
medalist honors.
Other Tritons posted respectable scores as well. Arnie
Koerner, senior, shot an 81
(42-39) and tied for 12th.
Chelsea Kellogg, freshman, nursing, shot an 88
(44-44) and tied for 27 th.
. Leslie Fischer, snior, psychology senior, shot a 93 (46-37)
and tied for 36th.
N ewcomer Brittney Rogers, freshman, chemistry,
shot an 86 (42-44) and tied

for 18 th in her Triton debut.
UM-St. Louis will participate in six women's golf
.
even ts this fall.
The Tritons will return to
the course this weekend to
play in the Drury Fall Shootout, hosted by Drury University, at the Rivercut Golf
Course in Springfield, Mo.
The following weekend,
UM-St. Louis will play in
the Ray Wright/Screaming .
Eagles Classic, hosted by the
University of Southern Indiana, 'at the Cambridge Golf
Club in Evansville, Ind.
One of the major events
of the fall season is the Midwest ShootoutlGLVC Preview, which will be played
September 26 and 27 at the
Annbriar Golf Course in Waterloo, Ill.
In October, the Tritons
will host the UM-St. Louis
Triton Invitational a·t Gateway Golf Links in 1.1adison,
Ill. That event will be played
October 5 and 6.

See GOLF, page 9
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CEDDIE SAYS ...

MEN'S SOCCER

I'm ready for some Triton Football.

Bruised but not broken

~

~

CEDRIC WILLIAMS
Sports Editor

Ceddie says..... Football
sure is fun here at UM-St.
Louis.
That's right, contrary to
popular belief, we do have
football here at the University of Missouri-St. Louis.
And no, I'm not talking
about those slick "football
Ts" they sell in the bo~kstore
every fall.
You've
probably . seen
them. They come in different colors and have a picture
of what a UM-St. Louis Triton tackle football helmet
would look like-if we had a
team-with the words "Undefeated since 1963" emblazoned on them.
I love the "football T" I
have three of them, but as
cool as the "football Tn is,
that's not the campus football
I'm talking about.
What I an1 talking about is
the Cam pus Recreation Flag
Football League.
The games are played every fall right here on campus,
and
if you've had occasion to
witness even one of these
contests thell. you already
know--rhis stuff is some of
the best on-campus sports we
have.
Campus Recreation Flag
Football is a seven-on-seven
limited-contact league that
plays its games on Tuesdays
on the recreation field next to
the Mark Twain Building.
I've tried to research the
league and I haven't been
very successful, so I'm not
sure how long the league_has
existed.
However, I do know that
the last two seasons were a lot
of fun, and that participants
take the league very seriously.
The teams haye cool names
like the Midwest 1vlaulers,
#1, and the Optometroids.
Some of these teams- practice. Some teams actually call
plays during the game. Other
teams run designed offensive

and defensive sets.
It is a lot more organized
than you might imagine.
There are frat boy teams
too. The Sig Pis have won the
league title three years in a
row and have a fierce rivalry
with the Sig Taus and the
Pikes--especially the Pikes.
There's always major drama whenever the Sig Pis take
on the Pikes in anything, but
watching those guys do battle
on the football field is the
ultimate. It's hilarious and
compelling at the same time.
It is not just the games
that are interesting to ",,-atch
either.
The pre-game atmosphere
for nearly every Campus Recreation Flag Football game is
as intense as the final minutes before an NFL game.
No seriously-it is. These
guys take these games very
seriously.
Guys are stretching, meditating and warming up with
their ipods on, just like the
pros do. I get it, though.
You gotta get your mind right
for the game.
There's no hitting or tackling, but that doesn't mean
there's no contact. I saw one
guy get completely blindsided on a crackback block
last year. Everybody went
"Ooooooooo!" when it happened.
But that's football, UMSt. Louis-style. You gona love
it.
There's also a lot of uashtalkin' during these games,
sometimes before and after
games too; that stuff is always
so much fun.
I got to live the Campus
Recreation Flag Football experience up close the last two
years.
I ptayed in the league and
I have to admit I was as nuts
about it as anybody else.
Two years ago I was on
the free agent team. We were
a bunch of guys ~ho signed
up to playas individuals but
didn't ~ave a team to play on.
None
of the
other

teams needed any add-on
guys so they put all us free
agents on the same team.
We lost our first tw'o
games, but we got better
and won four straight to
make the playoffs.
Then we upset the Pikeswho had beaten us the first
time we played them-to
advance to the Flag Football
Super Bowl.
We played a great first half
in that championship game
too. We led 20-6, but our
magic ran out in the second
half, and we lost to the Sig Pis
22-20.
Last year I volunteered
to captain the free agent
team. Unforrunatciy not
enough free agents signed up
to play, so I didn't get to be
captain.
I did get picked up,
"signed'" if you will, by the
Sig Pis, who were shore on
players.
\liTe lost our first game
but won e ery game after,
including a 32-19 "yin over
the Midwest Maulers in the
Super Bowl to win the eh mpionship.
That's right. I was part
of a championship-".,.inning
UM-St. Louis football team,
and I sport my Campus Rec
Champions T-shirt with
great pride.
It is as close · to a Super
Bowl ring as I'm ever gonna
get, but I am still quite proud
ofit.
So proud that I encourage
all my Triton breathren, male
and female, with any lingering gridiron dreams, to visit
the Campus Recreation website and sign up to play some
football this fall.
The deadline for signups is September 10, and the
games start on September 15,
so you gotta move fast if you
wanna play.
Who knows, maybe you
could become part of the
great UM-St. Louis football
tradition.
Remember, Triton football is undefeated since 1963.

JOYCE GATES
Staff Writer

You win some, you lose
some.
It may seem like an overused cliche, but for the University 'Of .tYiissouri-St. Louis
men's soccer tearn, that
motto stood true at their
recent season opener against
Truman State.
The Tritons traveled to
Kirksville last Sunday but
were unable to get anything past the Truman State
goalkeeper, losing their first
game of the season 2-0.
Truman State made their
first goal four minutes into
the game.
Bobby Larkin, a junior
midficider for the Bulldogs,
slipped a header past Triton goalkeeper Tim Boruff
sophomore, to give Trum.an
State a 1-0 lead.
"I think our weakness
right now is obviously starting tlle match off,~ ith better
intensity," head coach Dan
King said. '
"I, as well as the team,
was disappointed in giving
up an early goal in the first

four minutes of the game."
"If you come out flat
[in our conference]''' Kyle
Wogrech, outside wing, junior said, "You'll get scored
on in the first couple of
minutes."
The score stayed that way
until midway through the
second half when Truman
State forward Andy Chapman Il0tched his first collegiate goal on a shot that
went over Boruffs shoulder
and into the back of the net
in the game's 68th minute.
"'Playing behind on the
road is pretty hard to do, )
Ryan South, senior, business
admini.stration, said.
The Tritons were outshot
19-7 in the opening game.
There were good things
to take away [from the
opening game], South said.
"We played great team defense [and] we have a lot of
guys that can score. We just
need to give them the ball.
King believes there are
e en more positives to take
from UlYf-St. Louis' first
game of the season.
"After we gave up the
goal, we stayed with ie,"

King said. "We didn't· get
our heads down.~
We kept working, trying
to do things that we do in
pracuce_"
The Tritons first home
game of the season will be
Friday, September 11, at
7:30 p.m. against Great
Lakes Valley Conference rival St. Joseph's on the Don
Dallas ficid.
On Sunday, September
13, U11-St. Louis will host
Wisconsin-Parkside for another GLVC contest. Kickoff that day is 2:30 p.m.
All UM-St. Louis students, faculty and staff are
encouraged ro attend the
matc:hes. Admission is free
with your UM-St. Louis ID.
King believes fans that attend will see a Tritons team
that is worth watching.
"[They're] a team that's
going to fight hard," said
King. <They' take pride in
playing here, and they work
hard every day. When [fans]
come out to see us play,
they're going to see some
guys that really care about
the game and what they're
doing."

How to make a pirate hat by: 1:hr [urrrnt
1. Take the front
page of 'thE [orrent

2. Fold the comers
of the paper down to
the center

3. Fold up the
bottom edge

4. Flip the paper
over and fold up
the bottom edge
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VOLLEYBALL, from page 6
set the tone for what would become a rather easy 25-13
. UM-St. Louis win.
In the final game of the match, it was Cook who once
again starred for the Tritons. The 5' 10, superstar from Kansas City, collected seven of her 11 kills, including a brilliant
stretch where she put away five of seven points to help UM-St.
Louis take a 13-7 lead.
Mo Bap eventually rallied to tie the third game at 23, but
Gaff and transfer setter Samantha Manley, junior, biology,
smashed home consecutive kills to put the match away.
"We have a lot of depth," Cook said, "and a lot of people
playing a Jot of positions well. So we should improve a lot by
the end of the year."
The Tritons head into this week's action with a 6-3 overall
record, after splitting four matches over the weekend at the
Towne Place Suites Classic, a tournament hosted by the Uni~ersity of Findlay in Ohio.
UM-St. Louis won its first match in Ohio, three games to
on~ over Hillsdale, but lost its second match, three games to
none against the host school Findlay.
On Saturday evening, the Tritons knocked off Lake Supe. rior State three games to one before falling to unbeaten and
nationally ranked Wayne State three games to two.
The Tri tons will return to action this coming weekend
when they travel to \Varrensburg, 1\10. to play in the Central
Missouri State University Tournament.
The Tritons will play two matches on Friday and [\.,.0 more
on Saturday, concluding \vim matches against No. 17-ranked
Pittsburg State and No. 12-ranked Central IvIissouri State.
U1\'I-St. Louis' next home match is Tuesday. Sept. 12, when
the Tritons will host Division III No.5-ranked Washington
University at the !vlark Twain Building at 7 p.m . .
"We had a nice crowd our here tonight, Cook said, after
the 1v1issouri Baptist match. "But hopefuUy, we can get even
more U~ms] to come at the next match."

GOLF, from page 7
UM-St. Louis will conclude its fall season the following
weekend at the Lewis Team Championships, hosted by Lewis
University, at the Prairie Bluff Golf Course in Lockport, Ill.

STIMULUS, from page 1
These proposals' reasons
are not given for the disparity
in funding, other than basic
difFerence in size and the logistical ramifications of such
differences.
Also unexplained is the difference benveen the amounts
of requested funding that
have actually been awarded.
Of the ' $133,656,459 million requested by UM-Columbia, approximately 10%
($14,009,299 million) has
been awarded to the campus.
Of the $36,224,836 million
requested by UM-St. Louis,
just under 4% ($1,387,133)
has arrived in the hands of
campus administrators.
The proposal submission

process is multi-leveled and
there are various points at
which the decision to allot
certain €,ampuses funds are
made.
The recovery initiative's
official website is http.J,L
\vw\v.recovery.gov / where
information on the flow of
ARRA funds can be found, as
well as charts and maps that
offer representations of various' states investments made
with their ARRA funding.
To download and view
the ARRA bill in its entirety,
either in text or .pdf format,
go to http://www.gpo.gov/
fdsys/pkg/PLAW- l11 publ5/
content-detail.hunl.

Planning a trip overseas? Take a copy of The Current
with you. Snap a photo of you reading .The Current
next t o a major landmark, and get your picture in the
newspaper! .
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Eectrifying collaborati ns at heCenter for Neurodynamics on campus
.. (ATE MARQUIS
A&E Editor

The Center for Neurodynamics was the first science
research "center" on campus,
but few students know much
about it. Like many University of Missouri-St. Louis research programs, it is better
known elsewhere.
''A few years ago, before
Frank Moss retired, he was
going to all sorts of international meetings , and everybody was saying, 'Oh, my, it's
Frank Moss from the Center
for Neurodynamics! ' And
then he would come home to
St. Louis , and nobody would
know who he is," said Sonia
Bahar, director of the Center
for Neurodynamics.
Some students wonder,
"'What is neurodynamics,
anyway?"

"Basically, it is how information is getting processed
in the brain. The nervous
system dynamically adapts to
stimuli and there is processing and analyzing of all the
sensory data that is coming
in," said Michael Hoffman,
research assistant professor in
biology at the Center.
The field straddles biology
and physics. Th.e Center for
Neurodynamics is a multidisciplinary research center and
is headed by Bahar, who is
an assistant professor of biophJb'1cs in the department of
physics and astronomy. The
Center is currently building new collaborations "With
oth~r departmen ts such as
psychology and philosophy.
"The Center goes back to
a collaboration between Dr.
Frank Ivioss in physics and
astronomy and myself," said
Lon Wilkens, professor of bi-

ology and co-founder of the
Center. "We began to collaborate on the effects of 'noise'
on the system's operation and
whether noise can be beneficial, or [if it] always degraded
the signal."
Wilkens and Nioss discovered that a certain amount of
"noise" in neurosystems actually improved detection of
signals, something referred to
as stochastic resonance. It was
the first time it has been demonstrated in biological srsterns, according to \\'"1lkens.
One research subject was
the paddlefish, a relative of
the sturgeon found in the
Mississippi River. «W'e are
the biology part of the Center and I am working on the
paddlefish
electrosensqry
system," said Hoffman, who
works in the lab founded by
\Vilkens, who retired from
teaching but continues to do

research. "It is a sensory system that only some fish and
some ampillbians [have], but
no mamm~s, no land vertebrates, have. It ·is a special
sensory system used underwater."
''All animals in the water
actually have a weak electric
field around them and many
fish can detect their prey by
this dearic field," Hoffman
said, "pretty much like a metal detector."
-The physicists are more
interested in the nonlinear
dynamics of the 'brain," he
said. "Nonlinear means that
you don't have a one-to-one
relationship·of input and output, so iEyou have some stimulus coming in, then the nervous system would respond
in a certain way, but if you
increase the stimulation, then
the nervous system would
behave differently than what

you would expect. It is the Utvi-Si. Louis student who
nonlinear dynamics that [are] was detained in Russia last
really interesting in the ner- year. The eye-target synchrovous system, as opposed to ny project requires subjects to
technical systems, computer visually track an object mavingacross a field. Rememberprograms and so on."
The Center has 11 ongo- ing a few words helps normal
ing research projects. Some subjects do the task better but
projects build on previous not the injured subjects. The
work, while newer ones in- study may help in di~onosis
elude the imaging of seizures of minimal brain injury,-said
in the brains of rats and op- Bahar.
Wilkens and Moss made
tical perception and processanother discovery about
ing.
"We are branching out in paddlefish, which are also
some other biological but not known as shovel-nose catfish.
necessarily neural directions," The shovel-nose catfish has a
Bahar said, including a proj- long extension from irs foreect that uses computational head but no one really knew
methods to look at food for- why the protuberance is
aging behavior in the paddle- there. They showed it was refish. Another project looks at , ally a sort of antenna for the
changes in visual perception fish's electrosensory system,
in people, including soldiers, not something for digging
with minimal brain injury. in Mississippi mud as their
One student working on name suggests.
this is Roxana Contreras the

"Nanoscience discovers new method for disease testing
a Porous Support."
In this study they explain
Staff Writer
that they have developed an
In the William L. Clay alternative to the Prostate
building, home of the the Specific Antigen (PSA) test,
Center ofNanoscience, Keith the basic detection process
Stine, professor of chemistry for prostate cancer. In the
and biochemistry at the Uni- original test, a plastic plate
versity of Missouri-St. Louis, was used to hold twO antisits surrounded by books and- bodies. Bound together, the
papers that have served him first antibody would collect
well. Stine, along with Olga a sample of blood willIe the
V Shulga, . a postdoctoral second antibody, with an attached enzyme, would detect
associate, Kerns Jefferson,
graduate student and Alexei traces of abnormalities.
V
Demchenko, UM-St.
To explain how they imLouis professor of chemis- proved this process, Stine
try and biochemistry, has said, "What we have done
discovered a "faster and less is replaced the plastic plate
expensive way to identify dis- with a nanomaterial, which
eases," whi~h they have been is a sponge like form of gold
working on since the spring . . . Gold has the advantage of
of 2007: Their findings were· being inert, so you can attach
released in a study named molecules to the surface in a
"Simplified Immunoassay on very controlled way." Mol-

.. AARON HOlDMEYER

ecules that serve as indicators
for certain health problems
could be placed into these
structures. A second improvement allows them to avoid
the use of two antibodies;
with their method only one
is needed. Stine said, "That
also reduces the number of
steps required to carry out a
determination, so it should
save time."
Stine also said that this new
method is not only relegated
to the confines of prostate examinations but could also be
applied to the entire medical .
field. Stine said, "If you have
a test ... for example, when
you go get a blood test for a
certain ... biomarker, which
could be an indication of disease or of health, we want to
use this as a method for being
able to detect the biomarker

and detect its concentration
in a sample." Biomarkers
are a huge field of. study and
Stine's work is only a small
fraction. Stine said, "The
biomarker field is very large
and there's many biomarkers
already known, many being
discovered every week.
The current debate on the
benefits of using PSA tests
for screening prostate cancer
pushes the need for improved
testing, and discoveri'es and
research like that of Stine
and ills group are definitely
at the forefront. · He said,
"It's a different sort of feeling
when you have something
that could have '~ impact on
the public in a general sense,
as opposed to other kinds of
publications or discoveries
that are ... purely intellectual
accomplishment."

The Current is not just for paper anymore. Visit us

@

www.thecurrentonline.com for more news.
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Lea-Rachel Kosnik's knowledge combines environment and economics
~

CATE MARQUIS
A&E Editor

Lea-Rachel Kosnik, assistant professor of economics,
works in a field bearing the
name 'environmental eco. ,
nomlCS.
"Environmental economics, some would say, is an
oxymoron," Kosnik said. Actually, she explained, it is the
srudy of namral resources in
the environment and how to
balance main taining those
natural resources with productive use.
"It is trying to balance
both preservation and use,
and how to optimally do
that," Kosnik said. "It is all
abour sustainability. '
"Some of the research I
am doing is looking at renewal energy sources and any
potential the United States
has to develop those," Kosnik said. Basically, producing
enough energy from domestic sources to meet current
consumption while doing
more for the environment,
she noted.
Kosnik has been teaching here since 2004. "1 got
my bachelors degree from
University of Michigan-Ann
Arbor and then I did a Fulbright for a year in Turkey,"

she said. "(1) gOt my masters ers at the "Global Climate
and PhD at UCLA and I did Change" course being taught
a post doc at Montana State." through the Continuing EdIn Turkey, she studied ucation departmenr at the St.
the environmental impact of Louis Zoo. She will speak on
building several hydroelectric October 29 about "Global
dams.
economic changes: natural
"Turkey actually has 98% resources use and sustainable
of the headwaters of the Eu- development in face of cliphrates River within their mate changes~"
geographic borders and alKosnik will explain conmost 50% of the headwaters cepts like cap-and-trade bur
of the Tigris. They are oil she also expects to talk a little
poor, one of the only nations about her research on renew(in the region) withour oil, able energy.
, bur they are very water rich,"
She was also one of the
Kosnik said.
presenters at the Missouri
Her research imerests Energy Summit, sponsored
include environmental eco- by the University of Missouri
nomics, public and regulato- System and held in Columry economics, and behavioral bia Mo. earlier this year. She
economics.
spoke of small hydro power.
She has taught courses in
"Most people, when they
environmental
economics, think of hydro power, think
nlicroeconomics, macroeco- of dams like Hoover or Coolnomics, cost-benefit analysis" ey or some big dam, but there
public choice and industrial is a category of hydro power
called small hydro power,"
organization.
She has a love of teaching, Kosnik said. Small hydro
inspired by her economics projects can be very small,
mentor. "The professor I took 30 megawatts or less, but
a class ,vith was very engag- enough to .satisfy the needs of
ing and very approachable," a small village, she said.
"The key is that they don't
Kosnik said. She is teaching
Microeconomics for Policy include a dam," Kosnik said.
Analysis this semester and , Instead, they are usually on a
Environmental &onomics river. It uses a weir, which dinext semester.
verts water, instead of a dam.
Kosnik is one of the speak- "The water flows through it,

Illustration by ZACHARY JAMES KRAFT
there is no reservoir behind
it, so it is extremely benign
on the environment,n she
said.
"Small hydro power is a
very environmentally-friendly form of energy generation.
There are no carbon em is-

sions," she said. "It is also an
entirely domestic reSOlUce.
You don't have to worry
about imports or national security concerns or fuel price
fluctuations, so it is a resource
with a lot of extra benefits."
Kosruk found abundant

porential for small hydro in
Missouri. "There are hundreds of these sites," she said.
"There are incentives to be
involved in these industries
besides what is good for: the
environment," she said. "Jobs
and profit."

Hurricane season means more than Missourians know
~

ERI K BRUNER
Staff Writer'

The beginning of September marks the peak time
of the North American hurricane season. Officially the
Adantic hurricane season is
from June 1 ro November 30,
but according to the National
Hurricane Center, 54 percent
of Adantic and Gulf Coast
hurricanes occur in September, historically.
The term hlUricane is specific to waters surrounding
North America, while the
term typhoon is specific to
~E\\

S
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the Pacific Northwest. Tropical cyclones, which encompass hurricanes, typhoons,
and all other tropical cyclonic
storms, form most frequently
this time of year because a
few weeks after the warmest
period of the summer, ocean
temperatures coincide perfectly with active periods in
atmospheric circulation.
While, for the most parr,
landlocked states have little
to worry about in the event
of a. hurricane, Midwesterners can sometimes feel the ~f
fects. Depending on the size
and -direction of the storm,

rHE Cl'RR E0J r IS 0.:E\\ 'S. YUl' LIKE

All too familiar with torthe warm, moist air can be
propelled long distances over nados, Missourians someland and mix with cold fronts . times misconceive hurricanes
to create severe weather con- and tornados to be similar
ditions thousands of miles phenomena, and that their
away. In 2003, the relatively only differences might be loweak tropical srorm Grace cation and time span. Howpushed so much moisture ever, the Atlantic Oceanointo the air over North Amer- graphic and Mereorological
ica that severe flooding was Laboratory says that, while
reported in Indiana, Mary- both formations are atmoland, and southeastern Mis- spheric vortices, they have litsouri. During the devastating de else in common. AccordHurricane Katrina in 2005, ing to AOML, "Tornados
three counties in Kentucky have diameters of the scale
were declared disaster areas of hundreds of meters and
because of flooding from the are produced from a single
convective storm. A tropical
storm's residual effects.
~E\\";. \:E\\ · S.i\E\\ ' S.\:E\\ · ~.
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cyclone, however, has a diameter on the scale of hundreds
of kilometers and is comprised of several to dozens of
convective storms."
Vertical wind shears, a
given vertical column of air
with changing wind directions throughout, are crucial
to the formation of tornados.
They are masses of air wi th a
concentration of rotating air.
On the other hand, these vertical shears are detrimental to
the formation of tropical cyclones, which need consistent
wind directions and air tern.:.
perarures to form.

According to the book "Atlantic Hurricanes" by G.E.
Dunn _ and B.I. Miller, an
Australian forecaster in the
early 20 th century was the
first person to give a hurricane a personal name. He
would
assign
hurricanes
names of politicians he didn't
like: "By properly naming a
hurricane, the weatherman
could publicly describe a
politician (who perhaps was
not too generous with weather bureau appropriations)
as 'causing great distress' or
'wandering aimlessly about
the Pacific.»'
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WHAT IS SWINE FLU?

Swine Flu, or Jnore accurately HI N 1, is a newly noticed
i in of the influenza virus that has been a seasonally confa.cted disease throughoUt history.
HI N L despite its pet name, is actually a mUtated hybrid of
hll man, swine, and avian strains of influenza. Typica.lly, these
rrains are associated only with their carrier species and do not
l ross over to others.
One of [he r~ons HI N 1 is the cause of such alarm isbecause it is a typically non-human strain that has recently
mutated into a ilus that humans can contract and rapidly
spread to others. Thus docrors have no prepared method for
innoculation similar to vaccines currently offered for standard
North American in flu nza.
Influenza itself ~iKe many viru e , is often not responsible
for fatalities, bUt rather it leads to other immune-attacking diseases such as pneumonia which are more deadly.
The flu, if treated, is generally not fatal.
Some groups, however, are more vulnerable, like pregnant
women, children and those who are already immuno-comprimised.
A vaccine is currently in development in the United States
in hopes that it will be ready before any possible major outbreaks, _which typically occur in winter months.

h re has H1Nl be nhiding?
H iland its cousin strains did not just appear in
2 009. lht> strains that combined to fonn it hall been
Llctil)f

and knoum for

tle(,tldt~s.

-

TRACKING THE GENETICS

Source: CDC

Vh-use'S 'nearly identil:al

to the current HI N 1 hltl.le probably cx'isted among sUlin

pOlliLlltio! for a1'fJlmd ten yea'rS.

1976: After an oumrak in Fon D'
ew Jer ey, a
s"\vine flu scare oc<:ured, along. w ith a rush to pre-empt
an ourbreak. A movement milt made it to Co ngres.~
push ed fur immOO.:iaIe . emergeucy m eaRures . to deyelo pa.vac~t!.. A -maratorium "vas eventuaTly placed
on EM vaccta'e~ (kvdoRment when reports urfaced
s-~gg~ting that the varone had serious n~1:i:ve si.de
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When the Western and Eastern
multi-strains combined, the current
HINI strain wa.s formed, capable of
incredibly rapid transmission, making it difficult to develop a vaccine.
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An H1 Nl virus cell indicates the multi-faceted origin of this particular mutated virus.
Genetic coding from human, avian, and swine influenza are all represented.

SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS

Swine flu potent~y originated in
parcds of the curren,t HINl's DNA
makeup. These parcels have been
traveling around in v:atious strains of
swine influenza possibly for decades.
In America. the domin~t strain of
swine influenza also contained genetic elements of human influenza
as well as avian influenza. 1n such a
case, what is known-;as a L:aiple reassortment' strain is geated.
This strain was once ~oain combined
and mutated when it came into contact with the Eurasian swine influenza strain, which was mostly swine
influenza yvith rraces of avian illBu-

Source: CDC

The symptoms of swine flu are similar to the symptOms of
regular seasonal flu and include:
fever
cough
sore throat
body aches
headache
chills and fatigue
Some people have reported diarrhea and vomiting associated with swine flu.
In the past, severe illness (pneumonia and respiratory failure) and deaths have been reported with swine flu infection
in people. Like seasonal flu, swine flu may cause a worsening
of underlying chronic medical conditions.

COURTESY OF THE LONDON DAILY NEWS

effeers In.OI1<ling ~ysi8-:
TREATMENT AND PREVENTION

. Source: CDC

General precautions
There are everyday preca.utions to take to stay heahhy. Cover your nose and mouth with a tissue when you cough or sneeze.
Wash your hands often with soap and water, especially after you cough or sneeze.
Alcohol-based hand cleaners are aiso effective. Avoid touching your eyes, nose or mouth. Germs spread that way. Try to avoid
close contact with sick people.
Influenza is thought to spread mainly from person-to-person through the coughing or sneezing of infected :people.
If you get sick, the Center for Disease Control (CDC) recommends that you stay home from work or school and limit contact with others to keep from infecting them.
What UM -St. Louis is doing
Marie Mueller, nurse pra~titioner in University Health Services, has said that the university has been placing hand sanitizers
in the dorms, focusing in high traffic areas neXt to entryways and elevators.
Students in the_dorms will also be given masks and thermometers.
If a student is found to be infected with HINI in the dorm, they will be separated from other students and food will be
brought to them.
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CONFIRMED IN E IONS BY STATE
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No data
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Source: FluTracker, as of Sept. 7

fECTI

S BY U IVE STY

1. United Kingdom
116,951 confirmed; 46 deaths

~~~~ 2. United States

E

85,688 confirmed; 544 deaths

_..

...--- --.......

Truman State
University
o cases

UM-St. louis
o cases

3. Australia
32,415 confirmed; 128 deaths
4. Mexico
27,490 confirmed; 337 deaths

iiiiii 17,192
5. Germany -.
confirmed; 0 deaths

6. Spain
13,846 confirmed; 17 deaths
7. Chile
12,331 confirmed; 104 deaths
8. Thailand
9,794 confirmed; 124 deaths

UM-Columbia
50 cases

Lindenwoo
University
1 case ~

Webster/
University
- 0 cases
Missouri S&T
o cases
Missouri State
University
40 cases

9. Canada
9,516 confirmed; 44 deaths

~ 10.Japan

~ 7,770 confirmed; 8 deaths

Editor's Note: Confirmed cases are as of Sept. 7. Due to the nature of
the infection and varying reports, the number of cases may change.

Southeast
Missouri State
University
o cases
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~ F'ea~tu res
Safe Zone promotes asafer
campus through education

Conseling Services assists students
through confidential sessions
~

JEN O'HARA
Staff Writer

~

NICK BISHOP
Staff Writer

Born in 1992, the Safe
Zone program offers university students a way to gain
knowledge and support for
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgendered, and queer/questioning (LGBTQ) issues.
The first Safe Zone program was created at Ball State
University in Muncie, Indiana.
On April 23, 2004, the
University of Missouri-St.
Louis held'its first Safe Zone
training session, and since
then the number 'of people
participating in the program
has grown ro 140.
The Safe Zone program
at UM-St. Louis directs students, faculty, and staff who
have questions .or concerns
about sexual orientation to a
variety of resources for information.
Most of the participants
are not professional counselors, nor are they experts in
LGBTQ issues. They cannot
help people further than their
position allows, but they can
direct people to a location or
person who can give them
the information they are
looking for.
In addition to being the
"middleman" for those seeking information or help, Safe
Zone participants are visible .
LGBTQ allies that are nonjudgmental about issues of
sexual oriemation. All Safe
Zone allies attend a three
hour training session that
informs participants about
what the Safe Zone program
is and what it means to be a
visible LGBTQ ally/ The program is not meant for people
who are:jusr generally sup-

MATIHEW HILL/THE CURRENT
porrive of sexual minority
issues, but more specifically
for those who want to be a
supportive and affirmative
resource to connect information seekers with other resources.
Afre:r the training session,
the new Safe Zone members
receive Safe Zone buttons
and stickers that are used to
. show people their dedication to the issues of LGBTQ
people.
.
These materials are used to
publicize their affiliation with
the program and to let those
seeking assistance know their
stance on sexual 'minority issues.
. The goal of the Safe Zone

program at UM-St. Louis is
to reduce heterosexism and
homophobia on campus and
offer visible support that reduces the anxiety of LGBTQ
people.
"Overall, what we're wanting to do with Safe Zone is
to promote a campus environment that is a more affirmative and welcoming place
for everybodYT regardless of
sexual orientation," Dr. Jamie
Linsin, Psy.D., a counseling
psychologist at Counseling ·
Services on campus and director of the Safe Zone program, said.

See SAFE'ZONE, page 17

Stress can create issues for
people within their families,
at school, and in their personal lives. In college, feelings of stress may increase
while students simultaneously work and try to maintain a decent grade point average. Some students must
accomplish this while living
away from home for the first
time, or while raising children.
At the University of
Missouri-St. Louis, students
are provided with an option
for on-campw; counseling.
Counseling is available for
any student or faculty member who requires assistance
with anything from low
motivation to sexual assault
cases.
"We get a very wide
range of issues," Sharon
Biegen, director of Counseling Services, said. "We have
people who are homesick,
people who have broken up
with someone or have family problems, or sometimes
those who are just having
a difEcult day. Some have
a history of abuse, rape or
sexual assault."
"I think counseling is important because it gives you
the opportunity to talk with
someone who is 9bjective

and to gain a new perspective," Jamie linsin, counseling psychologist and coordinator of outreach, said.
"I think being able to talk
about problems out loud is
really helpful in itself"
Not only is counseling
available for those. who feel
they are in need, but also
for those who feel like family or friends are in need.
Counseling Services encourages those who know someone who might need help
to make a referral to the
counseling department. In
addition, if a student or faculty member is unsure how
to act, speak, or approach
someone in need, Counseling Services encourages that
person to make a phone call
to the department for advice.
On average, Counseling
Services sees over 100 people per week. The service is
strictly confidential, and information from any session
will not be released without
the written consent of a client.
The UM-St. Louis Counseling Department is open
Mondays through Thursdays from 8 a.m. until 7
p.m., and on Fridays from 8
a.m. until 5 p.m. The initial
counseling session is free.,
then $10 for each session
thereafter. For faculty, the

charge is $25 after the initial
session. However, counselors
will not turn anyone away. If
a student or faculty member
is financially strained, he or
she may speak with a counselor to negotiate pricing.
UM -St. Louis counseling is not available on the
weekends or in the evening.
If students or staff need immediate services at these
times, they are instructed
to call Life Crisis Services
at 314-647-4357, Behavioral Health Response at
314-467-6644, or Campus
Police at 516-5155 (911 on
campus).
Counseling at UM-St.
Lollis is considered shortterm counseling. If a counselor feels that a client
would be better served elsewhere because of an extreme
problem or the length of
counseling sessions needed,
the department consults and
refers their client to outside
sources.
For more information
about UM-St. Louis Counseling Services, students and
staff may visit the department's website at http://
www.umsl.eclu/services/
counser, or they can search
"counseling services" from
the .UM-St. Louis home
page.
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Students kick off semester with classic game of kickball
~

BRIAN CRAYCRAFT
Features Editor

Most people have played
kickball at one time or another, and on Thursday, September 3, some of the students at
the University of Missouri-St.
Louis were able to indulge in
the childhood favorite once
more. Around 2 p.m., students gathered together on

the upper soccer field and
divided themselves between
team Residential Life (students of campus housing)
and team Life Eye (optometry students).
Team Residential Life led
off the first inning, but was
not able to score; team £1f~
Eye was more successful and
brought in a few runs ih their

half of the inning.
In the seventh inning,
During the middle in- Residential Life was not able
nings, Life Eye pulled ahead to break the tie in a game that
of Residential Life by a score had become a nail.;biter. In
of 7-2. In the sixth inning, their half of the seventh, it
Residential Life toughened .looked as if L_ife Eye would
their defense enough to hold not be able to score any runs
their -opponents scoreless for either, which would have
the frame, and in their half·of taken the ~e to extra inthe inning came from behind nings. But just as team Residential Life was about to disto tie the score at 7-7.

Career Services hosts open house
~

BRIAN CRAYCRAFT
Features Editor

Students walking by the
bookstore in the Millennium Student Center last
Wednesday may have found
themselves thinking of a
movie theater as the smell of
popcorn and nachos waned
through the area. What they
were experiencing was the
ambiance of the Career Services Red Carpet Premier
Open House, where the
1me of free movie-style food
helped bring Career Services
to the attention of University of Missouri-St. Louis
students.
Students who walked into
Career Services in MSC 278
were greeted by members of
the staff who were quick to
offer them nachos, popcorn,
and Lemonade, and to enter
them in a drawing for free
movie tickets. The food was
set up in the computer lab,
and! prospective clients enjoyed a free lunch.
Career Services is promoting September as Career Month. Workshops and
events during the promotion
are meant to get students
en~ in planning their
careers and finding jobs ~d
internships. The open house
is just one in a series of events
during Career Month.
"The open house is for
students to get acclimated to
oUI office. They can prereg'"
is,teF for the job fair on Sep-

tember 11, and get activated corne in. We're busy. We have
on our online system," Teresa appointments and walk-ins
Balestreri, Career Services di- and there are always students
in our computer lab."
rector, said.
Career Services offers as-"
Rmvever, appearing in
person at the office is not the sistance not only to current
UIvf-St. Louis students, but
only way to become a client.
"We have an online reg- also to graduates of the uniistration process now. Stu- versity. Boehlow has some
dents used to have to come advice for srudents and gradin to the office to register on uates who are seeking emour system, but they can get ployment.
"One of the things that
going from our home page
now. But I would definitely folks need to work on hard,
encourage
everybody
to and a lot, is their resume. If
come ·in and speak to a coor- you spend a lot of time lookdinator," Balestreri said.
ing for a job, bilt you are not
Kelli Knight, Career Ser- purting Out quality applicavices coordinator, was wait- tion materials, you are probing just inside the entrance ably not going to get a job.
to greet visitors to the open People should target their
house. She offered some in- resumes and cover letters,
formation about what co- and put out a good picture of
ordinators do at Career Ser- who they are, so the employer can see the match between
vices.
"We are the bridge be- . them and the position," Boetween students and employ- hlow said.
Career Month continues
ers, to bring them together
for internships and full-time for the rest of September, and
jobs through workshops, job the coordinators spent some
fairs, networking events, and of their time at the event telling attendees about upcomspeakers," Knight said.
"Career Services provides ing events.
"We have a job fair prepareal-life help for folks, because we teach a lot of skills ration workshop coming up
that they will be able to use a couple days before our job
throughout their lives. We fair on September 11, and
teach students how to write 'we also have an interviewing
resunles, and how to do in- \vorkshop. We are also dotenriewing well. We teach ing resume critiques in The
them howto do a job search," Nosh. \Ve are having a workRachel Boehlow, Career Ser- shop or two every we~k this
vices coordinator, said. «We month," ~ight said.
get a lot of students who

WANNA READ MORE? THECURRENTONLINE.COM

cuss their kicking lineup for
extra innings, Life Eye kicker
Angel Rusher kicked in the
team's winning run, bringing
the final score to 8-7 in favor
of Life Eye.
"It was a fun break from
studying," Carla Labuda said
of the intramural kickball
game. "It's a great way for us
to get together," added team-

mate Jake ayward.
After the game, members
of both teams were rewarded
with souvenir water bottles,
and members of Life Eye also
received shirts emblazoned
with the words "Camp Recreational Champion."

Read more at
www.thecurrentonline.com
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The Center for Student Success makes w~bsite more 'student frieodly'
~

SEQUITA BEAN
Asst. Features Editor

In the spring of 2008, students in Dr. Vicki Sauter's
Management of Information
Systems class decided it was
time for the Center for Student Success to make their
website more srudenr friendly. AB a part of a c!ass project,
the students ~ade a plan for
the site based on things they
thought students should have
access to. Using their suggestions, the Center for Srudent
Success has a new web page, a
new layout, and more content
to assist students throughout
the school year.
Some of the new features

on the site include academic
resources and a directory of
tutors and resource labs on
campus. There is a listing for
almost every subject offered
at the University of Missouri- ~
St. Louis, and each listing
includes contact information
for the tutors and labs offering assistance.
Lorraine Simeone, assistant ' manager for the Center
of Student Success, manages and updates the website
regularly to keep up with
the changing availability of
academic resources . «Every
semester the information [on
the academic resources page]
changes, so I'm' [currently]
updating it for the fall,"

Simeone said.
For students taking online
classes, Simeone added a page
of points to consider when
choosing an online course.
"There is information you
should know before choosing an online class, [such as]
the time involved, and having 'netiquette.' Some things
you see in print can take the
reader aback, so you have to
be careful what you say online," she said.
There is also a link for
students to take a study
skills self-assessment questionnaire. According to the
web site, each section of the
questionnaire helps srudents
examine an academic skill

area and gives general ideas of
their ability in that area. The
questionnaires take less than
ten minutes to complete..
"At the end there is a score
given along with suggestions
on how to improve. They
are designed to help students
figure out what they need to
work on," said Simeone.
After clicking on the study
skills self-assessment link,
students are required to .enter
their SSO ID and password
before they can begin the
questionnaire.
The Center for Student
Success can only see mat the
student has logged in, not
their scores on the assessments.

The new web site also has
information about career assessment tests such as the
SIGP, Strong Interest Inventory, and the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator. These assessments help undecided students choose a career path.
Academic resources from
other universities can be
found in the "Online Resources" tab. These resources
include links for managing
time and money, a GPA calculator, math resources, and
study aids.
"There is a little link on
here called 'Quizlet' that allows students to create their
own flash cards online. The
student can team up with an-

other student from their class
and study with online flashcards," said Simeone.
Information about the
Campus Testing Center is
also on the website.
Students can find information about scheduling
testing appoinanents along
with advice on wh-at to bring
to the test.
The Center for Student
Success is located in room
225 in the Millennium Student Center.
For more information
about their website, student
success workshop dates, and
academic resources available,
visit their website at http://
www.umsl .edu/services!css.

2901 University Meadows Drive . St. Louis, MO 63121 .314.516.7500
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Who Should Be Our Next Faculty "Spotlight?"
You Tell Us!
www.thecurremonline.com thecurremtips®umsLedu

t

lhe Ctlrrent: W hat got you interested in

a~'til1g?

pmducer. I started producing, then I realized I couldn't find any scripts I like. Then I thought,
«\~rrite your own!" I've been lucl--y enough to be commissioned to write plays.

Jason Cannon: M y family moved a lot when I was a kid growing up. I ended up in Lafayette
Indiana, my sophomore year of high school. I had an extra period ro fill in m } schedule and
my mom and my counselor bom suggested forensics. I was very confused. I was like, "Police
science?" They both said, "No, it's public speaking'" So, I rook forensics m. sophomore year
and I got on the speech team because that was required. Through all rhe people on rhe speech
team J I met the meater kids and I kind of fell in with that group.

TC: WhtIt matk you want to start ({'ach ing?

TC \'(lhat p1a.r was y ou rfl1vorite to u'(frk on?

] C: Theater is one of the best educational tools. Nothing in the odd improves a srudenr s
se1f- (eern, con£iden and abili ty in orh r classes [lik ] tackling a monologue and speaking i n
front of an audience. In th e classroom, , .. hen you see the swdem who has been shy all sem t r
g t up on stage and screanl, yell a.nd cry in a brilliant monologue, it s an mazing fe lin g f
fulfillment. It is about being a part of something bigger th an yourself.

JC: If! had to pick one mat w as incredibly fulfilling it would be Hamlet which I produced and

TC: Why did you hoose UM-St. Louis to teach ?

directed. My wife was cast as Ophelia, which was her dream role. A vveek before \ve opened,
my acror playi ng Hamlet had to drop the show because his doctors found nodes on his oeal
cords. He wasn'r allowed to speak, much less perform Hamlet:. I happened to be the right age
and gender fo·r the production we were doing and my co-producer said to Ple, ' We~ve spem all
of our money. You have to do it. I had four rehearsals, and i.e ended up being an incredible run.
!-.1y casr really pulled through for me. [t wasn't just direCting, bur as a theater artist it was one of
the most fulfilling and terrif}ring experiences I have ever had!

TC Was playwritlrzg something you have alw<'l:.Ys wanted to do or did it come with the territary ?

as

.

...........

to [U 1-Sr. Louis] because I knew some people that worked h ere. I ';vent ro the Touhill,

hieb

is a gorgeous facili . ' and I thought, ~ow) I get to wo rk in that space?" Most professional

companies in to\Vn don't get

to

work in paces as nice as the Touhill.

TC: W hat advice do you halJe for studenty wanting to break in tht' business?

]C: The biggest piece of advice I have is you have to want it so bad. If there is anything else you
do and be happy, go do thar. Very few people make their living just acting or directing.
Most people who are in theater have day jobs and act at night. If you have to be in this business
to be happy and fulfilled then do it. Have no shame. Knock on every door and whatever opens,
leap through it.

' can

]c: I started out as an actor, then I came ro realize that I don't always get cast in wha.t I want so I
got into directing. As a director I get to cast myself in \,\That I want: ro do and have control. Then
I realized, a director I don't always get to pick the shows I , ..~ant because I have ro rely on the

.

JC: I, as very fortunate this opporrwli ry opened up when I was looking for '(l job. r also cam e
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What's your favorite movie in theaters?
Let us·know!
v.'"\VV'. thecu rren ton line.com/ messageb'o ard

Also in Theaters
Halloween II. Does anybody remember Rob Zombie? Anyone? The perpetually dreadlocked growl-metal maven (born Robert C um mings, because you asked) is besr kno n for
"Dragula" a ong that that guy in highschool who was always hosting LAN parties listened
to before and a&er caffeine-fuded quore-along viewings of Blade II. Rob Zombie p roved
with The D~ils !?elects that he can make a unique, sa~~ ugly~ kinetic houor movie. \Xlith
hi remake of Halloween IT he proves that he's still got the "ugly" part down. Not just bad
but brural and mean-spirited to an offensive level. And yes, again \ve liked the Droit's
Rejects. F -- The Currmts Secret 101}i~ Insidn: Read our review Ilt WlUW. tbecurrentonlille. com.
Shorts. Roberto Rodriguez, Tarantino's pal and "Grindhouse" collaborator, has a bizarre

Fans of "Office Space"
remember Mike Judge's
transition to live-action as
a monumental success. The
film created a solid following
for Judge by using an almost
fluid transition of sketch-like
humor that never quit. Its dialogue, which caused tear-inducing laughter, was so good
that viev'lers were enticed
to see the movie over and
over again in order to hear
the same lines by its oddball
characters.
"Extract," Mike Judge's
newest film, is no "Office
Space," ~ut it doesn't mean
it is not a great way to spend
your time.
D~pite Judge's return to
the workplace that was the
cultivating ground for "Office Space," here he takes
the perspective to the other
side of the office: the boss's.
At first, this seems like a bad
move. As much as "Office
Space" relied on boss hatred,
one would think that Judge's
passion for sticking:"it-to-theman runs too deep to give the
protagonist reigns to the guy
writing the checks.
Jason Bateman, who seems
to be in just about everything
these days, takes the task
and should not be underestimated. However irritating
he might be at first, it is only
a set up for the wonderful

deconstruction he succumbs
beginning with the accidental consumption of a horse
tranquilizer. His performance
might be somewhat surprising to anyone who hasn't
had the pleasure of seeing
an episode of "Arrested Development." In the film's
best and probably only truly
unforgettable scene, Bateman is. convinced to smoke
marijuana and is harassed for
being paranoid and gullible.
During this scene, Bateman
will undoubtedly make you
laugh as his reasonable fear
and anxiousness is palpable.
But that's as far as any connection to this character will
go.
Much like "Office Space,"
"Extract" flourishes on the ·
many quirky, cartoon-like
characters that can be injected into a film.
As funny as these characters usually are, .it is disappointing that so ~any of
them must be one-dimensional. Mila Kunis is best
known fOf. "That 70's Show,"
the voice of Meg on "Family
Guy," and her role last year in
"Forgetting Sarah Marshall."
As talented as she may be,
here her ability is extracted
to convey the role of a character with nothing much ·
more than a pretty face and
an ability to turn idiotic men .

into saps. Ben Affleck whose
character is basically that
of the neighbor in ' Office
Space," handles his job fine, I
?ut) .again, hardly leaves an I
Impnnt.
This world of thin-layered .
live-action cartoon characters
isn't always a bad thing.
It can be argued that "Office Space'" used basically this
same formula, as did the little
known, but wonderful 'ldiocracy."
Yet} those movies had a
quality that made them feel
bold.
It almost feds like something is really being taken
for granted here. There are a
lot of people ticked off about
being out of work and corporate bailouts, etc. What better time than now--on Labor
Day weekend during an economic recession-to rdease
Mike Judge's return to the
office? Only it feds like Mike
Judge's passion for work-related tyranny and revenge has
been reduced to the depth of
a comic strip.
However, if that means little compared to just a simple,
funny movie, Mike Judge's
"Extract" is worth the while.
The film is decisively funny.
Only, . maybe for old time's
sake, try skipping out on
work to go see it. C+ --Mark
Webber, StajfWriter.
I

habit of alrernating bone-crunching mayhem (Sin City. Pkznet Terror) with cheery effectshea .: child ren Hi - (The Spy IGds eries). This is certainly a testament to Rodriguez's
artistic d ·terity- could anyone e e follow the testicles-melting-off (0 ,really) Ptanrt Terror
with a goofy pur-it-on-for-the-kids-while-the-adults-drink-beer Rick about magic shorts.
Unfortunately, Shorts is the least inspired, the least catchy, and the m ost dispemible of
Rodriguez' films. Kids, to be sure, will still be delighted; but considering the fact that our
generation is yet to see a "kids' film" of the inspired and elegeic quality of "Beauty and The
Beast," this is a g<>od thing or a bad thing. C ~- 7"e Current's Secret A10vie I1lSider.

All About Steve. The latest in the it-would-be-stalking-in-real-life genre of romantic
comedies is imbued with a particular bad taste as Sandra Bullock's manic, ridiculous sralking of Bradley Cooper parallels her insistence in haunting us in audience-land long after we
thought we'd d umped. her. But all metacinema philosophy aside, this is an awful, horrible
film. D- -- the Currmts Secret Movie Insider.
Inglorious Bastereds. (Still) O ur pick of the week. Quentin Tarantino's love letter to
the unapologetic violence of exploitation films of the c70s via a revenge-fantasy version of
World War II. Elegant, inventive, and unmissable. A+ -- the Currents Secret Movie blSitkr.
Read our reviro; at www.thecurrmtfmline.com
Taking Woodstock. Ang Lee continues adding

to his surprising portfolio by following
Lust, Caution (which, in tum , had followed Brokeback Mountain) with the nostialgic, breezy
Taking Woodstock. Centering around a story loosely based on true events, the film oH"ers an
unseen angle on the much-made-of event. Possibly the best non-documentary film about
Woodstock. Oh hell, probably even. 8- -- 1h~ Currents Secret Movie InsUkr

The Final Destination. The fourth in the mortally popular series proves that it is time for
the digressive quality of sequels theory to finally be accepted as a law. Actually~ ks recnhically a prequel, and no, not the .one where we learn about Death's wild and poignant teenage years like we were hoping. Instead it's pretty much the same old story) which has pretty
much been beaten, er, to death.
Some improbably skinny and tanned bright young things manage to escape death, this
time at a N ascar-esque event (previous films have opened with airplanes, amusement parks,
etc.) An unexplained moment of supernatural foresight allows one nubile character to see
impending doom, and he effectively saves his friends from it. Personally; ~ suspect that
the origin (wisely never delved into in the films) of this vision is Death, who, it turns Out..
enjoys playing with his food.
It is a fun premise that the first film (and moments o f the second and even third) plunde~d for some spectacularly creative set pieces. Freed from the bonds .of Killer Chases

Victim, the filmmakers are free to create elaborate Rube Goldberg-like cause and effect sequenc@s that lead, inexorabl}S to someone's headltotso/llec.klgroin beiilg impruedltDC'plodedJ
stuck/smashed/charred. Gene Siskd's famous "Is this movie more interestiDg than watching
the arne actors having lunch?" rule comes to mind. 0 -- .The Currenls Secret Movie Insider

I
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•An interview with Igluandflartley
-~ INfERVJEW aY~ffNA MAR1E €fJRRAN
News fditQr'

-

' After tfieir reCerll c~'nG- rt h -f e at the Fin~bird, The Current sat down for: a chat
_vyltn Ig:lu anfiMart4y batld members Jarvi> Anderson and Sam Martin .
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gotten} t:hjs tattoo on their bodies, but we .like iLft's really not even· (razybecause .
we know-how cool it-is. , Yeah -so that's a cool one. We'd -like to see ITlsre of that, but ·
realize that you are tsttoo-ing yourself with one of the besT thing_!> thatls ever been '
created.
' .

TC Who-are your influences? ,
M : Hon@sEly, when I saw Sugar Ray'ptay
ably be really cool to be in a band .. _" ,

MTV Spring Break -I was"k~' "Man itid prob-

,

The Current: Plow did yov guys come up with the name?

ANDERSON : The-name of the band came from ... basically I was "DJ Igl u" through

A~ Yeah, they really epitomized that. By the way, can_-, give
Luke Walker for producing the new Sugar Ray album?

a $hout

out

to my boy ,
-

hi-gh sehool on to (ot1ege .. , I produced hip hop music. Also, I met Sam in col'lege and
he tailed himself "Hardly Dark" which basically means he's not black. So then we
agreed on a change and if was Hartly Dark" .. . 50 then we just shortened it down
to "Iglu and Hartly" because we got tired of saying "Hey we 're DJ Iglu and Hartly
Dark. So basically, long story short, we became Iglu and Hartly.

A: If I'm driving then you're going to listen to a lot of soul music, a lot of old-school
number-one hit soul music.

TC: What's the most "rock star" thing y0U'VEt done?

TC: If you could tour with any band who would it be?

MARTIN ~ What does that mean? What is the most irresponsible, stupid thing we've
ever done? Does that mean irresponsible and drunk? 'Cause w e were in college and
t hat was a lot of irresponsible druhkity. How about skinny dipping in the Swiss Alps?

I&H: Honestly our kind of thing is [that] our shows are really just about letting loose,
having a great time getting everyone involved . W e've played with some great bands,
I mean [we played with] Cage the Elephant w ho is doing really well right now_W e're
just going to have a good time and really let it go_

TC: What kind of music do you guys listen to when you are just driving or relaxing?

tI

f}

A: No, that's just a gay kind of band-thing we did. There were a couple girl s but t here
weren 't enough [to go around].
TC: What's the craziest thing

a fan has ever done for you?

IGlU & HARTLY: Gotten a tattoo, gotten our tattoo, actually like [15] fans [have

J. Holiday's 'Round 2' flies under

TC: Is there anything else you want

to say to fans or potential fans?

I&H: I w ant everyone to be aware of our next sing le thatwe just shot a video for-it's
amazing. The single is called "0ayglo " and you might be able to hear it on the radio
pretty soon in the states .

ITUNE5 TOP 20 DOWN LOADE D 50 G5
01 Party in the USA

the radar, deserves 3rd round
J. Holiday's. 2007 hit «Bed" swept the hand < Don't Go · sends the album on a deR&B,. Pop and Billboard Top 100 Charts. His cline as the song is very cliched. Although it
debut album "Back of My Lac debuted on is a decent track, listening to it is like listening
the Billboard Top 100 albums chans at num- to the same old love song.
ber 5, selling 105,000 copies.
"Wrong Lover," featuring Rick Ross, is
HiS sophomore album, "Round 2," has slid absolutely worth a commercial release. This
in under the radar despite being a much more song's..moderate tempo is a fresh tvvist on the
solid album.
classic topic of stealing a woman from her
The album begins with his first ;----.....,.,..."...-------.. boyfriend. Hi.s melodic way of say-single, "It's Yours." The track features
ing "I just can't let you escape/I'm
many of the same elements chat congon' have to repossess you babe"
rribmed to the success of "Bed." It
over piano and the ad-libs of Rick
is heavily laden with electronic keyRoss is more than enough to rock
boards and strong bass. The song's
a jazz club. It exemplifies the cllrecsimple chorus, "Grab my body baby/
J. Holiday
tion in which J. Holiday should take
hold my heart don't break it!It .is
"Round 2"
his music. His sultry, seductive voice
yo.urs" seems to be enough to hook
flutters across the bars of the chorus
any music lover's ear. Unlike "Bed," J. Holiday in iliis song.
has an opportunity to display his vast vocal
'Sing to You" follows, and borrows from
range and smooth rUllS throllghout the song. other R&B hits, quo.ting RKelly's "Bump
It is surprising this tune did not go over better eN' Grind," Joceci's "Freak1n' You," and The
as far as radio play. Its moderate tempo makes Dream's "Fal'setto," making it less than imit fun to listen to but is still reminiscent of the pressive. It contributes to one of the continuR&B groove that is his claim to fame.
otiS drawbacks of the a.l.buin, which is its inThe next track on the album, "Fall," is ability to provide the listener with something ,
about a woman who makes him fall for her new.
against his will. "Fall" is one of the stronger
The strongest track on the' aJlbum is ulltracks on the album. It slows down the upbeat doubtedly "Lights Go Out."
pace of the album and has far less electronic
See J. HOLIDAY, page 20 ,
elements than his other tunes. On the other

Miley Cyrus
02 I Gotta Feeling
Black Eyed Peas

1

JlDown
Jay Sean
41Run This Town
Jay Z
51Whatcha Say
Jason' DeRulo

91Hotel Room
Service
Pitbull

151Boom Boom
Pow
Black Eyed Peas

10lFallin' For You
Colbie Caillait

161Love Drunk
Boys Like Girls

111You Belong
With me
Taylor Swift

17// Will not-bow
Breaking Benjamin

6/Use somebody
Ki ngs of Leon
7/Good Girls go
Bad
Cobra Starship
BlShe Wolf
Shakira

121Say Hey (I Love
You)
Michael Franti
1J10bsessed
Mariah Carey
1410ne Time
Justin Bieber

1B1Fire Burning
Sean Kingston
19/21 Guns
Green Day
20lBig Green
Tractor
Jason Alde,an
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E rly drinking can payoff at
Happy Hours around town
places may have good drinks
but not good deals. This
writer has researched (unwill'Happy hours' are a part ingly, of course) a few good
of American culture, a. way to places for some tasty drinks
sit and socializ~ rather than and great deals.
Bar Louie in the Central
sit and steam in rush-hour
traffic. For students 21 years West End, off Maryland Avof age and older, it is an easy enue, is more of a sports bar
way to relax over a few drinks . with a variety of televisions
with friends, even if it is in tuned in to different sports
the middle of the week. The games. There are two bars in
drinks are cold, the music is the place and a lot of space.
chitl, and the people are hot. They also play a variety of
Happy hours are one of my music and a really delicious
menu. They have happy hour
"
favorite things.
Most happy hoUTS start every day of the week except
around 4 p.m. and usually Saturday but better deals are
end around 7 p.m. They do offered 1vfonday through
not last very long because Frida, with $2 draft beers
5 cosmos, martinis
by the time happy hours are and
ending, people are coming and margaritas. Happy hour
in to spend their evening, lasts 4-7 p.m. with no cover
and their money atiug and charge.
~Ihe Old Rock House is
drinking.
In St. Louis, there are a downtown bar that books
some hot spots to go and concens and shows, offerrelax For happy hour. orne ing not only good and cheap
of the best happ hours are drink" but also entertainnot necessarily the places one ment. Their happy hour is
would go to spend an evening Tuesday through Friday, 3-7
but that have cheap drinks p.m. and offers a variety of
and, a lot of the time, a dif- specials including $1 Bud
ferent atmosphere than they family draft, $2 Bud family
do during the evening. Some bottles and $2 weU drinks.
happy hours have cheap but They have a decent menu and
unsavory drinks, while other even offer VIP rooms to rem.

But keep in mind, although
there are not covers every
night of the week, on nights
where there is a show you
may have to pay a cover of up
to $13.
The Drunken Fish in the
Central West End is a place
to get some good drinks at a
cheap price. Happy hour here
is Monday through Friday
5-7 p.m. The drink specials
are good, like half-off of most
signature martinis and $3 domestic bottles. However, the
food is only mediocre, and $1
sushi nights (only available at
the bar) can be hectic, so be
wary.
look into the various. specials that are 3yaihble during
the week for a great time,
whether you are looking to
reia.x or party it up. You can
go out during the earLy evening to hit up some happyhour specials at a diverse
selection of bars. grills. restaurants and dubs.
o matter '-I here Y4 u go,
or when you drink alway
find someone to be your
designated driver. Ask a nondrinker to drive, or take turns
with a friend. Whatever au
do, do not drive tipsy for
your safety and that of o-mers.

J. HOLIDAY, from page 19
the listener into crashing into
the lead vocals. Drenched in
true tones, this song is sure to
set the mood when it is time
to commence adult activities.
However, "Make that
Sound,"
"Forever Ain't
Enough," and "I Tried" are
not the greatest songs. They
all resemble each other in
sound and do not end the album on a high note. "Home-

less" is the sexy singer's attempt at social commentary,
but it is a corny ending to an
othef\vise decent album.
J. Holiday has an astronomical vocal talent, ,¥hich
makes the album "Round 2"
pretty good.
Ie definitely has more
noteworthy tracks than most
albums being made these
days. B- --Afton Anderson.

~

NICK BISHOP

Staff Writer

It paints a portrait of a
hard work week and the
stresses everyone can relate
to. The heavy base and soft
snare gives it that sexy, babymaker element that R&B
lovers are sure to appreciate. J. Holiday also exploits
his classic vocal training on·
this track. The background
vocals on this track mount
the crescendo that envelops

Have you
had your cup
of 1thr Q:urrrnt
today?

EXTRA! EXTRA!
ADVERTISE WITH
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TODAY!
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World's greatest detective gets world's greatest game
~

ANDREW SEAL
Staff Writer

The last-time a good Batman video game came out
was in 1993. "Batman Returns" was based off of the
movie of the same name.
Since then, 12 more games
based on the Dark Knight
have been released and every
single one (with the possible
exception of Lego Batman)
has been terrible.
However, it loo~ like the
World's Greatest Detective's
luck has changed with the
release of "Batman: Arkham
Asylum" for the PlayStarion
3 and Xbox 360 .
Developed by Rocksteady
and published by Eidos,
uAr;kham Asylum" is, quite
simply, the best superhero
game to date. And Batman
doesn't even have super powers.

Instead, he relies on his
wit and his fists to get him

out of sticky situations.
"Arkham Asylum~' combines
the best of both worlds. Gadget-wise, there are Batman
mainstays such as the Batarang and grapple gun, but
also new ones, like explosive
gel and the Sonic Batarang.
As for fists, the game uses
Rocksteady's FreeFlow combat system.
FreeFlow sends Batman
effortlessly from bad guy
to bad guy, using the Dark
Knight's fists, legs, knees
and elbows to battle his foes.
When the player can nail all
the timings, it looks like an
incredibly deadly ballet. The
control scheme is easily one
of dIe best this generation, let
alone for a superhero game.
Speaking of superheroes,
"Arkham Asylum" is a reunion for some real life heroes. The game s voice cast
features Kevin Conroy (Batman), Mark Hamill Ooker)

and Arleen Sorkin (Harley
Quinn) . Those names should.,
be instantly recognizable to
fans of the Batman cartoon
from the 90s-it's the same
cast. For a generation of
Batman fans, Hamill's Joker
laugh is unforgettable. The
developers hit upon genius
by having him reprise his role
as the nefarious clov.'11.
In "Arkham Asylum," the
Joker is up to no good again.
From within the Asylum, he
orchestrates a night of mayhem and chaos, intending to
destroy Gotham City once
and for all. To assist him, he
recruits the help of several
iconic Batman villains such
as Bane, Mr. Zsasz, Scarecrow and Killer eroc. The
plot was penned by Emmy
award-winner Paul Dini, so
you know that Roc.ksteady
means business.
Unfortllnatel}~ even with
all this good, there is some

COURTESY OF EIDOS INTERACTIVE
Rocksteady's FreeFlow combat system makes fighting hordes of enemies a breeze.
bad. The game's camera is
not quite what ir could beit sometimes moves a bit
too slowly or doesn't reveal
enough of the action. Losing a high score multiplier by
getting hit from an unseen
enemy is aggravating. As epic

as some of the boss battles
are, others are downright
disappointing. The last battle
in particular is not very impressive-the player can see
it coming from a mile away.
On tOp of mat, the battle is
tOO simplistic, and the finale

doesn't stack up against some
of the earlier boss fights .
These things are relatively
minor, though. The overall
quality and polish of the tide
outweigh the negatives.

See BATMAN, page 26
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Unsigned editorials refiect the majority opinion of the
Editorial Board. Signed opinions articles reflect the
opinion of the author and not necessarily those of
The Current.
-

ARRA funding leaves
U SL in the dust
University of Missouri St. Louis once again seems
be taking a back sear to Mizzeu in the University of Missouri system's scramble for funds.
Back in March along with the other three schools in the UIvr
system, UM-St. Louis created a "wishlist" of projects that they
would fund if granted the money by the American Recoveryand
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) from the Obama Administration.
One of the items on this list were renovations for the
Bemon Stadler science complex, a project [hat has repeatedly had its much needed funds ripped out from benearh it time and rime again (this being no exceprion).
On their wishlist, UM-St. Louis asked for $36,224,836 a
small sum in comparison to U~I-Colllmbia's $133,656459
U~1-Kansas City's $44,045,457, and MS&T's $35,620,219.
While it is understandable as to why UM-St. Louis
would ask for a smaller allotment of money, (after all it
is a smaller school) it is peeving that UM-Columbia received a greater percemage of their proposal granted.
U~1-Columbia
was
awarded
$14,009 299,
just
around 10% of what they asked for while UMSr.
Louis
received
$1,387 133-less
than
4%.
/\.5 an example of the complicari ns ari ing from this
disparity in funds, the Benton Stadler situation is telling.
The much-needed project was hit with a perfect storm of
setbacks when its renovations were first postponed for lOgistical
reasons and rhenwhen the chance to finall ygetaround to it came,
to

Illustration by Zachary James Kraft
economic belt-tightening rendered this virtually untenable.
Now when once ~o-ain the opportunity for renovation
would finally seem to have arisen (could there be a better rime for this project than when the federal go ernment
has just provided us \vith funds? we are once again put in
a potentially tight position by the fact that Oll[ funding requests are seemingly at the borrom of the UM s '[em list.
There is, of course, much more that goes into something
as large of an undertaking as the Benton Stadler renova-

tions; nor do we know the details ' of why funding choices
are being made (it may prove reasonable in any number
of ways) it is simply that we appear to be gerring, as Marilyn M onroe would say, the fuzzy end of the lollipop.
Considering other wa s in which we play second fiddle to
.M izwll,this is anomer disheartening link in a chain of events
that has led to a capable, increasingly accomplished, and

See ARRA, page 24

.A president visits schoo children, and other horrifying events

"- J

U.S. presidents have done
it before.
Ronald Reagan spoke to
school children to welcome
t_h em back to school, encourage them to study and to
stay in school. George H.W
Bush, Jimmy Carter, Bill
Clinton and George W Bush
all spoke to school children
at some point in their presidency.
So why is the President of
the United States speaking
to American school children
now a controversial even t?
Suddenly there is an uproar about the President doing something that at another
time would be regarded ,as a
puff piece, a near photo op,
the kind of event that might

have had to struggle for cov- spoke ro school children, faCtion but what is di.fFerent
erage in the media.
it is hard to imagine that about this one?
A segment of the politi- many people, even those who
Here are a few facts: Presical spectrum, including some , did not care for his policies, dent Barack Obama plans to
members of the Republican would have gotten worked speak, via a 15- to 20-minute
Party, are up in arms about up about that kind of speech. W~b cast on Tuesday over the
the idea. of the duly-elected
Even if a few did protest, Internet, on C-SPAN and by
President speaking to school (and for all we know, it may satellite, directly to the nahave happened) it is even tion's school children about
children.
Stranger yet, the media are harder to imagine the media persisting and succeeding in
sChool.
covering that.
covering it as big news.
It is even hard to imagFrankly, in another time,
Obama, as a man born to
this kind of absurd stance ine Bill Clinton, who was modest circumstances who
would have been met with dogged by opposition fac- did well in iife thanks to edulaughter by the majoritY of tions throughout his presi- cation, and as a parent, might
the American people. But we dency, seeing mOfe than a few find this a topic that has Sp€are not laughing now.
protestors for such a speech cial meaning for him.
Sure, 'those who are out- , and, again, certainly no meMeanwhile, Jin) Greer,
raged by this non-event can dia frenzy.
chairman of the' Florida Reexercise, their free speech.
Every , speech by a presi- ·publican Party, was quoted
But to look to the past for a dem brings out some kind of as saying he ' was ,Qppalled
moment, if Ronald Reagan protest from some political that tCL'Cpayer do~ars were be-

ing used to spread President
Obamas ,csocialist ideology:'
Did we miss something
here? Doing well in school
is "socialism?" Isn't it taking
"personal responsibility?"
One has to wonder if those
outraged now would be as
angry if the president giving
the speech were a member of
the Republican Party.
If George W Bush had
faced similar outrage from
political opponents over gi.ving a back-to-school speech
to
American
children,
wouldn't they be urging the
protest0rs to respect- the office, if not the man?
And if George W Bush
did want to make a speec::h to
school children about 'staying

in school, we would defend
him. as well.
As for "socialist ideology,"
note that Obama is a member of the Democratic Parry,
not the socialist, communist,
or any other political party.
He is center-left among
members · of his party, and
wim Democrats, he has disappointed more liberals and
progressives than "centrists."
And remember, he was elected by a majority of American
citizens.
Bur there is one political fact that cannot be denied about President Barack
Obama: he is not a Republican.
Maybe that's the real issue?
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Back in February of 2007,
a little bill called the Performance Rights Act was introduced into Congress.
Politicians dithered about
it for a fe'lv weeks ·and then
forgot about it in the midst
of bigger goings-an-namely, the 2008 election.
But now in 2009, The Performance Rights Act is back
and gathering supporters. It
is a bill that would require Local radio stations to compensate musicians whenever their
music is played on air.
It is only fair, right? .tY1usicians deserve to be compensated.
At least that is what the
record companies would have
you believe.
The Performance Tax Act
is what it should be called.
This bill will kill local radio
as we know it.

For over 70 years, local ra- turned. Musicians like Bono,
dio stations around the COl,ln- Sheryl Crow, will.i.am and
try have been playing songs . Bmy Corgan have testified in
on air virtually free of charge. front of Congress that they
Sure, some royahies are need this extra money.
Bono is worried that the
paid out to songwriters, but
that's because son~vriters are million dollars per concert he
generally not as well-known is making will not be enough
or as ·well-paid as the musi- for him in this failing econcians who sing their songs.
omy, and rightly so. I mean,
multi-million-dollar
On top of that, a fee is as- even
sessed to stations that stream musicians need a lime economic stimulus, right?
their broadcasts online.
It is 'fair compensation,'"
And that is the way it
should be. Each week, over the recording industry says.
230 million listeners nation- I call it biting the hand that
wide are exposed to new mu- feeds you.
There is no excuse for musicians, new bands and new
songs for free, courtesy of 10- sicians and the recording ineal radio.
dustry to rum their backs on
And heck. being the big- their longtime partners and
hearted people that they are, friends like this.
local radio does not even
I am a D J at the U the
charge musicians and bands University of Missouri-St.
Louis' student-run radio stafor the airplay.
But now the tables have tion. The Performance Tax

Act force The U to pay more
fees than we already do.
On top of that, the in.creased
record-keeping
would be incredibly labor-intensive-possibly more than
a student-run station could
handle.
Here's what I propose: 10eal radio has the upper hand
in this matter.
They don't have to play
any music at all-they're not
required to. In fact, if mis
act is passed, many stations
will probably either go out of
business or have to S\vitch to
a talk-only format.
Instead, local radio should
treat the recording industry
like an advertiser-after all,
isn't that an essential part of
radio airplay anyways?
They should stan charging bands and musicians
the same fees advertisers are

charged.
All of a sudden, hearing
that new Incubus song on the
radio takes on a new dimension--called payola.
Payola, by definition, is
the illegal practice of accepting some form of payment
from recording companies in
order to play specific songs
on the station's broadcast.
what musicians and the
recording- industry is asking
for is essentially reverse payola.
This will force local stations into dire straits, either
reducing the amount or variety of songs they play, or
shutting their doors.
It is time to fight back and
tell the recording industry to
quit being so greedy.
Local radio stations are
still the nation's the number
one promotional vehicle for
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music, and robbing from Peter to pay Paul will only hurt
everyone involved.
If you want to stop this
from happening, get in contact with Senarors Kit Bond
and Claire McCaskill.
Tell them that you oppose
the Performance Rights Act.
Andrew Seal is a staffwriter
for The Current.

The balancing act of. (ollegiate life
One of the important factors contributing to student
success, in my opinion, is
balancing school, work and
relaxation.
I think that if one of these
ingredients to the recipe of a
healthy life in college is lacking, the imbalance is bound
to cause some stress and dysfunction.
I personally think it took a
while for me to figure this out
but still struggle with it now.
I think I have gotten much
better at the balancing act,
but there is always room for
improvement.
Time management is the
key to success. If we all had
48 hours in a day, we could
do more. Unfortunately, we ·
only have 24 hours in a day,

so time management is the
key to a balance of the three
aspects of college life.
Post-secondary education
is obviously the most important aspect of the average College srudlem's life. It is why
we are here at the University
of Missouri-St. Louis.
I think a manageable
amount of credit hours is a
very important aspect of col~ege life and key to the balance on the education side of
things.
When a course load is too
heavy, it is almost a guarantee that something is going to suffer, whether that is
grades, work or the time we
use to recharge our batteries.
However, I also think that a
semester that is too light can

be a problem as well.
In addition to prolonging
a student's stay at UM-St.
Louis, a light schedule thrmvs
a wrench into me system and
creates a gap in a student's
timeslot that needs to be
filled.
All too often, the gap is
not filled with relaxation and
recharge-time, but a ,vaste of
time. Twiddling your thumbs
isn't the way to get ahead in a
career, or life itself.
Work is another key to
a balanced collegiate life.
Without working we would
have no money.
In theory; not working
sounds great. But the real
question is this: how can we
go out and have fun when
we're completely broke?

As an adult you need some
kind of income, even if you
are liYing \vith your parents.
I personally think that most
people who would quit their
job to spend more time on
their over-ambitious school
schedule would spend more
of that time relaxing than
actually jumping into their
gargantuan course load.
Working too much, on
the other hand, is also a bad
idea. When taking on a large
amount of hours at work
your academics are bound to
suffer.
If your academics don't
suffer, surely your recharge
time will be cur down, leaviilg the possibility that your
health could be affected as

well.

"When there is so much
on my plate life can be overwhelming, bur the key to
combating this is finding
ways to recharge my batteries.
"When school and work
seem like daunting tasks to
complete, I know it IS time
to get out and do something.
Some people
re-energize
themselves by sitting at horne
and watching television, _
while others recharge by going out with some friends.
and jobs and relax a bir.
Now I am not by any
It will keep us heal thy,
means advocating that some- sharp and more optimistic
one go out three nights a about finishing the semester.
week because his or her
Nick Bishop is a staffwriter
schedule is too difficult.
for The Current.
What I am saying is that
sometimes we need (0 get
away from the work of school

"Be careful. Journalism is like crack cocaine." -Dan Rather
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Ispaid parking on campus fair?
~

JEN O'HARA
Staff Writer

College is e pensive.
Not only do sruaents pay
for classes, but also fees for
dormirories and food plans,
compu~er technology, athletic fees, performance arts,
health, student services., and
student organizations.
Even an application fee is
required for mere consideration of acceptance. On top
of all that, students at the
University of Missouri-St.
Louis are required ro pay a
pretty hefty price to park on
the ~pus.
Parking on UM-St. Louis'
campus currently reigns at
eighteen dollars per credit
hour. For those of us at the
minimum full time rate of
twelve credit hours, the cost
averages ro $216 per semester.
It is understandable that
parking fees are good ro have
because the money can be
put toward parking-lot maintenance. But $216 is too excessive. Most of us are giving
an arm and a leg just to get
higher education,_ living on
Ramen .Noodles and water
for four years.
Other universities in Missouri have parking fees as
well. However, I would be
more willing ro pay theirs.
Missouri State University's
parking fees are $76 for the
entire academic year. At the
University of Central Missouri parking fees fall at an
eve~ $50 per semester.
Even better, Truman Universiry charges $50 for the

entire academic year! Local
community colleges, such as
Florissant Valley Community
College, allow their students
ro park for free.
The Office of Transportation here on campus says
that, besides parking lot
maintenance, most of the
money is dispersed throughout the university schools.
I do not have a problem
with that myself, but why not
put that amount intO our tuition fees instead?
Especially since only those
who have ro drive ro campus
are paying extra for university school funding. Those
who are commuter students
get slammed with just another fee in addition to their
tuition.
Take a case where a student does not have the privilege of owning a car until
mid-semester. Students, regardless of the fact that they
would not use a permit for
the entire semester, must pay
a full-semester permit fee.
On the other hand, if a
students' car breaks down in
the middle of the semester
and it is no longer operable,
the Office of Transportation
offers a partial refund.
If we are able to obtain
a partial refund for our car
breaking down mid-semester,
then why can we not acquire
a permit mid-semester for a
partial parking fee price?
Not only does parking af- fect students, but also our
faculty from outside agencies.
, Full-time faculty members
pay $62 a month which is a

AmeriCorps? This is not the
handshake I felt, Mr. President
~

JASON BECKHING
Staff Writer

little over $250 a semester,
while part-time faculty pay
$31 a month to park, which
averages out to over $124 a
semester. This alone would
deter me from teaching at
said institution if I were a
professor.
To UM-St. Louis' credit, I
do think parking permits in
general should be required.
If nothing else, to weed out
those who do not even attend
UM-St. Louis from those
who have to get to class everyday.
Also, I agree in Gharging
by the credit hour. After all,
it wouldn't be fair to someone only taking three credit
hours to pay the same price
as someone taking 18 credit
hours. They would be using
the parking lot much less
than those who use the parking lot every day, all day.
However, it would be
great to see a dramatic decrease in parking permit prices. It is an over-excessive payment expected of students or
staff who may not have that
much extra in their pockets
to begin with.

An army of goodwill is
conquered easily when the
restrictions of that force are
strict and severe.
A promise came forth in
the recent campaign to elect
a new commander in chief.
This pledge sought to encourage benevolence amongst the
popltllace.
The assurance illustrated
an accord between the outstretched fingers of generosity and the nation's willingness to provide compensation
for those efforts. An education grant would be awarded
to those who would donate
their time and sweat to the
community.
This sounded like a grand
idea; it would not only reward the participants for
their labors, but simultaneously, it would strengthen
their bond with the community and promote charity
across the nation.
However, the dilemma
is unveiled when the plan is
investigated. The harmony of
man and his pation sings in
the favored ear of the latter.
The army shall be recruited through the ranks of the
AmeriCorps program. Described as a homeland Peace
Corps, the initiatives and ideals of the program are commendable; however the rules
and regulations are firm and
specific.
This corps is not one that
will benefit all, nor many.
The award y"ould present
the student with more than

$5,000 and with this they
could choose to pay their
current tuition or even opt to
lessen the debt of their outstanding loans.
The); would enjoy a life
of seven years in which they
could use this award. However there is no free 'money
in the world and whatever
money there is, is only available twice.
The government begins
to eliminate the prospective
participants and save dollars assist only those who can forthat they migh t have spept by feit their time and location in
placing these heavy restric- ' their entirety.
The Learn and Serve bill
tions on the applicants.
All service work must will increase service opporbe completed through the tunities by elevating AmeriArneriCorps program wheth- Corps' available pOSlUons
er in a full-time position or from 75,000 annually to
possible part-time arrange- 250,000 by 2017.
ment; a student cannot simThese new AmeriCorps
ply perform service hours positions will spotlight eduwhen or wherever they wish, cation, health, dean energy,
or at theif own leisure; all ef- veterans, economic opportuforn and placement would nity and other national pribe controlled and assigned by orities.
These are grand statistics,
AmeriCorps.
This is not what excited , and projections", but there are
me as a student during the more hands that are eager to
election. This is not the hand- help. There 'are more projects
shake I felt.
that would appreciate the
These restrictions instantly exua help that a true governeliminate the majority from ment accord could offer.
receiving any aid for their efThe army of goodwill. is
forts. What is to become of merely an illusion presented
the student who volunteers to the eyes and ears of the
assisting the elderly?
nation to tempt them into
Why is the sweat of a vol- charity.
I guess . the same can be
unteer in a community garden not the same monetary _ said for the public as we write
weight as those who join the our charity off on our taxes.
AmeriCorps program? It is a
he our fingers giving or
promise kept, but a promise grabbing as we lend a hand
altered.
from ourselves? Is this a conIt is a counterfeit pledge to tradiction of help?

ARRA, from page 22
and ever-growing institution being stuck behind its
peers based solely on size.
UM-St. Louis has proved
time and time again that
we deserve the funds just as

much as ~y other institution.
With our international
business program nationally ranked, our optometry
school one of the few in the

~~.~

nation and other specialry
programs creeping up to gain
recognition as well, what
must UM-St. Louis do to
gain the well sought-after,
well deserved funds the uni-

versiry requires to continue
to serve its students and faculty at such a high caliber?
It looks like for now, UMSt. Louis is going to have
to look elsewhere for funds

.~ -

since it seems to )e-=on the respected. ~ a1?-d dedicated
wrong end of the UM system _ lUJ.iver;ity~~o'~y of just as
toteIll pole.
.
·~uch if not- more funding
HopefUlly . with time; than !v!·Iz}o~ Until then, we
UM-St. Loui~ will be given will- keep "-pro'ving our place
its rightful place as a well throUgh qn4lity education.
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The Gayly Grind

Bleaching for beauty: cultural perceptions of what is attrac:tive
~

~

AMY BEllM
Staff Writer

Historica1ly
speaking,
the coffeehouse was a meeting place to discuss politics
and policies. It was a sort of
town meeting place for men
to come and share their views
while learning from those
around them.
Mokabe's, a coffee shop
in South City, has the same
feel It has that neighborhood-coffeehouse feel of the
past, where politiCal issues are
discussed and debated.
These issues range from
queer politics to the anti-war
movement.
Mokabe's opened in 1992
in Kirkwood, Mo., but did
nor quite fir in with irs surroundings. In the summer
of 1994, owner Mo Costello
moved the shop to South
City across from Tower
Grove Park.
The South City area is one
of much diversity-be it race,
economic starus or sexual orientation-and Mokabe's fits
in nicely.
There is an obvious mission of Mokabe's other than
just being a co,ffee shop.
«~en
Mokabes
opened," Costello said, "there
was no GLBT community
center. We kind of filled in

char-gap."
There was a need to stay
hismrically true and allow
politics to prevail. It is also
pretty hard to meet people in
places other than bars. Mok-
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abe's has served that purpose
for many people in the community.
There was also a need for
a safe place for the GLBT
community
to
gather.
"In spite of what the vision has been from the getgo, the greatest compliment
I get is that 'I'm really comfortable at your place.' We've
wanted a safe place, for not
only the gay community
but also the trans community. We have a safe place for
the gay and. deaf community.
We have people who have
just gotten sober who have
found this to be there safe
place. Safe and comfonable,"
Costello said.
Looking for a gay-friendly place to do your homework? Seeking out a place
to sit and chat with friends
while drinking coffee and
eating great food?
Well you have found it
in Mokabe's.
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SOFI SECK
Photo Editor

Around the world, the
media have set standards on
what makes a woman beautiful and sadly, many women
feel the need to change themselves to be more beautiful.
If memory serves me
correctly, it's called the Hypodermic Syringe Effect
Theory, and it is how many
politicians, such as Hitler, get
the masses to do something
they would not normally do.
I come from a place
where many women dye
their skin to be lighter.
The chemicals in the dyes
seem to eat away at their
skin, and make them extremely sensitive to sunlight.
These are women who
live in a 'country where the
sun is always shining, and
even with that knowledge~
they still use these products.
I truly believe that it is not
a self-hating thing. Think of
it this way: why do women
wear bras, or put all sorts

In response to your column, "Be Careful Before
You Jump on the VeganBandwagon" (August 31,
2009), I would like to
clarify some of the information detailed in Afton
Anderson's piece. Contrary
to what Anderson writes, it
has been widely concluded
that making the transition
to a vegan -diet is recommended for people of all
ages. The results ate so clear,
in fact, that Dr. Dean. Ornish (a leading researcher
in the field) concluded that
a "vegan diet is the most
powerful protection against
chronic disease we can offer
our children."

of chemicals in their hair?
Or more similar: why
do some white people
tan when they , know that
it can cause skin cancer?
It is simple: they believe
they look better tanned. It is
not because they hate their
breasts, skin, or hair-it is
because mey want to achieve
aperf~ion"
in
beauty.
But '"Who defines beamy?
Well, it. is safe to say that
the definition of beauty varies from culture to culture.
Some cultures certainly find
lighter skin to be more beautiful, but the majority of
this is because of the media.
Skin
bleaching
does
not merely exist in Africa.
I am African but I
know for a fact that all
around the world women are putting chemicals on their skin to make
them lighter and brighter.
Africans, Asians, South
Americans and women
all around the globe are
all vi~s of this trend.
Believe it or not, it even

Across the board, foods
derived from animals contribute to virtually every
major health issue in recent
hisrof}'r. The flesh of cruckens and turkeys is packed
with cholesterol. Similarly,
a major 2008 Harvard
study found that men who
eat lots of eggs are at significandy higher risk of death
and were more likely to suffer from heart disease and
stroke. This is not to mencion the millions of eggs
sold every year that carry
salmoneUa. Fish flesh cpnrains cholesterol
....
See VEGAN, page 26

happens in the United States.
In the Middle East,
bleaching products By off the
shelves as many try to look
more like Bollywood stars.
Just two years ago,
Shahrukh Khan (arguably
the most famous BoUywood actor of all time) was
in a television advertisement promoting a sklnlightening cream for men.
The
advertisement
showed Khan giving the
cream to a darker man
who had no luck with girls,
and within weeks the man
changed in to a more confident, popular and lighterskinned person. Thes~ kinds
of ads just perpetuate the
notion that lighter is better.
Personally,
I
would
never put a product on
my skin to make it lighter.
I think this reflects the
views of my generation ofAfricans, but for those who still
do it, I urge you to re-examine your views on your skin.
There are many advantages that your skin

Kristen Lopez Easdick's
August 31 st letter to the
editor calling in to question the number of uninsured in the United States
is a blatant case of misdirection, self-plagiarism, and
astroturf politics. In her
letter, Ms.Eastlick fails to
disclose the fact that she is
a paid lobbyist for the Employment Policies Institute,
which is a front for Berman
& Co., a Washington, DC
public affairs fum which
lobbies for various industries, according to Sourcewatch.org.
This might be a case of a
concerned citizen who just
happens to be a DC lobbyist, except that a Google

grants you biologically, and
you should appreciate it.
I hate to soUnd like
a cliche, . but you are all
beautiful, no matter what
color you happen to be.
Destroying your body
to look more aesthetically pleas.ing is pointless.
You have to admit, it is
a bit ironic that we live in a
world where lighter people
wan t to be darker, darker
people want to be lighter
and those in the middle
constantly feel out of place.

search of various phrases in
her letter rurn up at least
four cases of similar letters
in other publications (and
the Current's letter to the
editor is not one of them).
A Google search for the
phrase "a new study by Dr.
June O'Neill" links to letters by Ms. Eastlick which
use similar phrases in the
Asheville (NC) GitizenTimes, the Hutchinson
(MN) Leader, the Chicago
Daily Herald, and the Vail
(CO) Daily. In the last case
she does iden tify herself as a
"Senior Economic Analyst"
for the EPI.

See LOBBYIST, page 26
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Classified ads are free for students, faculty and staff. Other rates vary. To
place an ad, please send your ad (40 words or less), your name, and student
or employee number to thecurrent@umsl.edu, or call 516-5316.

100 ANNOUCE!vlENTS

------------~----------------.

$1000 Reward!!! *
Tell someone about this 2bdm, 1bth house, 1.5 miles from UMSL, if they close, you get up to
$1000*! First-time tax credit =under $400 a month. Nice neighborhood.
Call for details 314-369-4925 or email dwalface74@hotmail.com $59.9K *restrictions apply

Need some quic.k cash
for vacation?

Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your announcements. including legal announcements, wedding announcements, lost & found items, and

- City of St .. Louis
- St. Lou is County - N-or'tn
- St. Louis County - W est
- St-. Louis County - . Sou'th

much more. Calf 314-516-5316 to place your ad today!

_ 00 TI

-Mus 1: be 1 B years of age

Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your transportation needs, including ads selling cars, trucks, vans, campers, boats, trailers, motorcycles and
more. Call 314-516-5316 to place your ad today!

30 0 E1YI PLO YME

T

!IWI!!~~

~------------------------------------~~~: -

GraderslTutors Wanted
A west county Mathematics and Reading learning center is hiring part-time graders!tutors helping
children ages 3.to 15. We offer flexible schedule, fun and rewarding working environment.
Interested cand'dates please call 636-537-5522.

DO FOR S

• M ust have valid driverls license
- Insured de
ndable auto

E

--------~----~----~------------~----------~~

Moving Sale.
Furniture including: Computer Desk, Mattress, Bed Platform, rattan chair set, Bicycle, etc The prices
are reduced by 60% from the original. Please call: 314-480-2977 for detailed information.

Even right now in the
beta phase, they are able to
reduce the number of hours
that people spend on all of
this stuff, which is a major
cost .reduction for them ,
Hildenbrand said. «It could
cost $375 to convert one

book."
Hildenbrand said that one
reason the program is so important is because it is "what
the s·tudents need." According to Hildenbrand, the longer students have to wait to
get course materials, the fur-

ther they can fall behind in
the first critical weeks of class
periods. "[AccessText] gets
the materials in the hands
of the students who . need
it, quickly and efficjently,"
Hildenbr-and said.

LOBBYIST, from page 25
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your selling
n'eeds, including textbooks, clothes, pets, computers and much more! If you need to-sell it, sell
it here! Call'314-516-53f6 or. e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu toplace your ad today!

500 SE
Your classified ad here! The Current"is happy to offer classified ads for people adVertising
• ices, including home and lawn care, bus{ness services, roofing, siding, cleaning, tutoring,
arrp , rn~bJl1QfLC.aI13J4-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad
today!

-----

600 RENTALS .

Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for people advertising
services, including home and lawn care, business services, roofing, siding, cleaning, tutoring,
and much more. Call 314-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad
today!

FREE AEROBICS! AerobicS & Spinning classes are FREE, SEPT. 8-12 at the Mark Twain Rec Center! Check the Campus Recreation website for a schedule and more info- www.umsl.edu/services/
recsport.
BOWLING ANYONE? Join Campus Rec's BOWLING DOUBLES League (Wednesdays, 3:305:00PM, Sept 16-0d. 21) at nearby North Oaks Bovy\. Only $2/week for 3 games. 2 people per
team. Register in the Rec Office, 203MT, 516-5326. .

I
I

CAMPUS RECREATION! COME PLAY WITH US! UMSL Intramural COED VOLLEYBALL, SOCCER
(I ndoor & Outdoor), and FLAG FOOTBALL Leagues. To play, sign up in the Campus Rec Office, 203
MT. Deadline is Thurs, Sept. 10.

In no case does she disclose that sh-e is paid to issue
such communications.
The substance of Eastlick's
argument relies upon citing a 'study" which can be
found here: http://epionline.
org! studies! oneill_ 06-2009.
pdf . It must be noted that
this document can only be
found on EPI's (Le., Berman
& Company) web site. This
is not a peer reviewed study
and does not appear to have
been submitted to any repu~able scholarly journal. Furthermore, it utterly fails to
address the problem of the
underinsured, or those who
may be insured but are not ,

entitled to assistance due to
being disq uali£ied for having
a pre-existing condition.
One has to ask what type
of concerned citizen takes
it upon themselves to write
similar letters on the same
topic to newspapers in North
Carolina, Colorado, Minnesota, Illinois, and Missouri?
This is a classic case of "astrorurfing," the technique by
which paid shills, such as Ms.
Eastlick, obfuscate their true
financial interests and connections in order to simulate
true "grassroots" concern.
The website, bermanexposed.org lists a biography
of Ms. Eastlick that points

and saturated fat, yet it has
no complex carbohydrates or _
Eber at alI- We ca_nnot ignore
th~se trends. If we are serious
about ending .the epidemic
of food-related deaths in this
country-and -really bringing the obesity crisis under
control-we must start by

VEGAN, from page 25
shifting toward a healthy
and humane vegan diet.
Small changes are always .a
step in the right direction,
but with so many delicious
and cruelry-fre€ alternatives
available today, such as veg-etarian barbecue "riblets" and
vegan pizza, it's never been

out that "she has been cited
as everything from director
of policy analysis to chief administrative officer and has~
been linked to the Center
for Consumer Freedom, the
American Beverage Institute,
the Employment Policy Institute, the Center for Economic and Entrepreneurial
Literacy, Activist Cash, and
the Employee Freedom Action Committee. Eastlick is a
frequent editorial writer and
Berman spokesperson."
Since Ms: Eastlick is such
an avid reader of The Current, I wait for her response
with bated breath.

easier to add years onto your
life-and cut inch€s off your
waisclin~~by going vegan.
For more information, visit
peta2.com to request a free
copy of PETA's "Vegetarian
Starter Kit" as well as stickers
and a DVD.
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Science (1900-2009)

Ii'

If.

DOWN
2. Medical breakthrough.substance
discovered in mold.
3. Now ubiquitous artificial textile material invented in 1935.
4. Bodily material isolated in 20th century to aid those with "sugar disease."
5. Crippling disease all but eradicated in
developed countries by the end of the
20th century.
6. GroundbreaKing ''The _ __
of Dreams" introduces the subconsdous
and psychoanalysis to health sciences.
7. Noth Carolinian city where the frist
motoized airplane night took place.
B. Formerly one-ninth of our cosmic
family. as of 2007.
10. Company that introduced the first
assembly line in 1913.
, 13. Einstein's super duper important
theory.
15. Niels - ' along WITh Ernest
Rutherford detalled atomic structure for
the first time.

1
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ACROSS
1. Computer that. in 1997, defeated the
world champion chess player.
9. Rumored pseudo-hoax "breakthrough" in the late BO's. Think nuclear
reactions.
11. _ _ Theory, aproposed theory
to describe subatomic physics via the
big bang.
12. Physics professor at head of the
Manhattan Project.
14. Telescope that first suggested that
the universe is expanding
16. life-coding substance first described
in the 20th century.
17. Revolution cosmic origin theory
introduced in early 20th century.
18. Unwanted e-mails, aless-than-desirable part of moden technological life.
19. ~me of material in microchips.
20. The first widespread hybrid vehide.
21. "_ _ Man," aclaimed missing
link skeleton that turned out to be a
hoax.
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Dedicated to C. K.

Difficulty:

* (Easy)

by Matthew Hill
Find the original meaning of the message below.
Each letter shown stands for another letter. Break
the code for the letter A, you will have all of the
As in the message, and so on. (Hint: R=V)

JARAN CK WCWEJOP W

OEYEHEWS SDAJ ZAWPD
. EO KJ PDA HEJA

r-.r Aries

~

Taurus

(March 20 - April 19)

(April 20 - May 20) .

This is a week for change, but you should be
able to handle it on your own terms. Just take
your time and be flexible. New opportunities are
headed your way.

Don't over-extend yourself. Make sure the time is
right before you start working on a big project
and give yourself plenty of chances to relax.

IT Gemini
(May 21 - June 21)
Take advantage of the good luck you'll be experiendng. Don't waste time this week. Instead
seek out new and interesting experiences.

The first student, faculty or staff member to bring
the solution (along with who said it) to
The Current's office will receive
a free Current T-shirt!
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Your weekly calendar of campus events. "What's Current" is a
free service for student organizations. Deadline for submissions is
5 p.m. the Thursday before publication. Priority is given to student
organizations; first-come, first-served. Listings may be edited fOT
length and style. E-mail eventlistingstothecurrent@umsl.edu. No
phone submissions. All Ustings use 516 prefixes unless noted.

Effective Studying: Facts and Myths about Memory Learn more about how memory works
and some tips that can be put into practice to improve recall. Find out about effective techniques for note-taking, goal setting for studying, concentration, reading a textbook, and testtaking skills. Located at 255 in the MSC-Center for Student Success, from 4:30 PM to·5:15 PM.
For more information contact Chad Hoffer at 5300.
It's About Time! (Management) Learn how to improve graues, improve your quality of life
and divide time between work and recreation. This workshop will help you examine how you
spend your time and how you might be able to become more efficient in your role as a student.
Located at 255 in the MSC-Center for Student Success, from 5:30 PM to 6:15 PM.
For more information contact Chad Hoffer at 5300.
Flag Football Tryouts/Practice Have you always wanted to play football, but just don't
know how to organize a team? This is your chance. Just show up at the Mark Twain Intramural
Field at 2:00 PM, ready to play, and compete for one of the Free Agent" teams. All skill levels
. accepted. Games begin September 15.
11

Resume Critiques in the Nosh Lights, camera( action ... ready to be discovered by
employers? A marketable resume will help you obtain the part. Visit us on location in the Nosh
any time between 11 & 1 for resume assistance. This event is part of our September Career
Month series. For more information contact Career Services at 314-516-5111.
Health Disparities: Understanding the Role Race .Plays Local panelists will present
research on health disparities in the St. Louis region and discuss how to address them at this
Community Partnership Project seminar. Join us in 126 KP Conference Center from 3:00 PM to
4:30 PM. For more information call Kara Lubischer at 314-516-6392.

It's About Time! (Management) Learn how to improve grades, improve your quality of life
and dhl.id'e time 'between work and recreation. This workshop will help you examine how you
spemfyour time and how you might be able to become more efficient in your role as a student.
Located at 255 in the MSC-Center for Student Success, from 8:30 AM to 9:15 AM.
For more information contact Career Services at 314-516-5111.
,/

Communicating Effectively In College Are you sabotaging relationships with your professors? Do you fully participate in the classroom? Effective communication skills and participation are both critical in college. Understanding faculty expectations is a key to your success
and intentional participation will yield great rewards. Learn how to facilitate effective communication with professors in a variety of situations and learn about the benefIts of classroom
participation. Will be held from 12:30 PM to 1:15 PM in the 255 in the MSC-Center for Student
Success. For info, call Chad Hoff~r at 314-516-5300.
Flag Footbal'l Tryouts/Practice Have you always wanted to play football, but just don't
know how to organize a team? This is your chance. Just show up at the Mark Twain Intramural
Reid at 3:00 PM, ready to play, and compete for one of the " Free Agent" teams. All skill levels
accepted. Games begin September 15.

Re.a d more even

listings online at
www.thecurrentonline.

JENNIFER MEAHAN /THE CURRENT

Visitors 'exposed' t

ar

One of the many visitors of the" Exposure 17· gallery on August 27th, viewed a piece of art
created by former Um-St. louis instructor Bill Kreplin. "Exposure 12 " is the first fall exhibition of
the season at Gallery 210, and contains paintings and other works of art by artists Bill Kreplin,
Jamie Adams and Kit Keith. The Exhibit is open now until October 10.
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UMSl Fa" Internship & Job Fair 2009 Discuss internship & employment opportunities with
employer representatives. Admission is free only for pre-registered current UMSL students and
UMSL alumni - you must present your admission ticket at the dooT. Pre-registration deadline
is Tuesday, September 8, 2009. Click on Job Fairs at http://careers.umsl.edu to see a list of
companies attending and to pre-register. Admission and for UMSL students/alumni who do not
pre-register is $5.00 at the door and for non-U MSL job seekers is $10.00 at the door. Will be
held in the Mark Twain Center from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM.
Staff Mangement Issues in Nonprofit Organizations This course addresses fundamentals
of staff supervision; selecting, hiring, evaluating, and terminating staff; and legal issues that
affect these procedures. Will be held from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM in the 335 Social Science and
Business Building. For info, call Ashley Paterson at 314-516-5974.
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Tennis Tournament Tennis Anyone? This fun tournament is sponsored by Campus Recreation
for players of all skill levels. Matches will be played at the Mark Twain Tennis (GlUrts beginning at 9:30am. Divisions will include men's & women's singles (advanced, intermediate &
beginner). Open to students & fadstaff. Entries are still being accepted. Call the Rec Office,
516-5326, by 2:00pm Friday, Sept. 11.
IC Short Course - Adobe Photoshop Basics Sessions This course is designed to teach you
the basic beginning steps of Adobe Photoshop. learn how to use this application for image
editing and more that may be required for classes, your job or for your own website purposes.
Topics include: opE.!ning an image, merging images, adding text to an image, copyright responsibilities, personalize your photographs, improving the colors of an image, etc. Two sessions will
be held, from 10:00 AM to 12:00 PM in the 134 Social Science and Business Building.

